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I. Minority Groups

A. Joy in Living Mrs. Mina Oglesby
A program designed to encourage and disciple ladies in the faith.  Topical lessons and in-depth Bible 
studies are taught by mature women who love the lord.  This fifteen-minute program airs at the 
following times:

Saturday 2:30 -2:45 a.m.
10:30 – 10:45 a.m.

Sunday 11:30 – 11:45 p.m.

II. The Family
  

A. This Is the Day   
A hosted broadcast with inspirational music and timely comments to help families face each new day.  
This Is the Day airs at the following time:
    Host: Dr. Craig Mattson
   Monday-Friday 5:05 a.m.-7:00 a.m.

B. Joy in the Morning   
A hosted broadcast with inspirational music and timely comments to help families face each new day.  
Joy in the Morning airs at the following time:
    Host: Miss Rhonda Autrey
   Monday-Friday 7:05 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

C. Family Prayer Time
A time set aside to encourage listeners to pray for various aspects of life each day.  The host shares a 
thought and then leads the listeners in prayer about a particular subject.  Many listeners are able to take a 
part through prayer and receive a blessing by developing a stronger prayer life.  Family Prayer Time airs 
at the following time:
    Host: Dr. Dan Rushing
    Monday-Friday 1:05 p.m.-1:15 p.m.

D. Adventures from the Bookshelf
A children’s program featuring a variety of stories such as but not limited to “The Sugar Creek Gang,” 
The Preacher’s Kids,” and others.  Adventures in Drama airs at the following time:
    Monday-Friday 3:15 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

E. Drive Time
A hosted broadcast with delightful inspirational music and timely comments to help families as they 
return home in the evenings.  Drive Time airs at the following time:
    Host: Mr. John Collier
    Monday-Friday 4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

F. Adventures in Odyssey
A children’s program featuring stories illustrating Biblical principles.  Adventures in Odyssey airs at the 
following time:
    Monday - Friday 7:15 – 7:45 p.m.
    Saturday 3:15 – 3:45 a.m.

9:00 – 9:30 a.m.



G. Ranger Bill
A children’s program featuring the adventures of Bill and the gang.  Ranger Bill airs at the following 
time:
    Saturday 8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

G. Focus on the Family Minute
The Focus on the Family Minute is a daily 60-second "nugget of truth" taken from the daily 30-minute Focus on the Family 
radio broadcast. Hosted by John Fuller, the "Focus on the Family Minute" features the very best of “Focus on the Family” tips 
for building strong families.  Focus on the Family Minute airs at the following time: 

Monday-Friday 8:15 – 8:16 a.m.
4:30 – 4:31 p.m.
11:45 – 11:46 p.m.

Saturday 11:30 – 11:31 a.m.

Date Subject Issues
10/1 A Heart-Change in Marriage Actress Chelsea Cameron reflects on her marriage to her husband, 

Kirk.
10/2 America’s Response to the 

Coronavirus
Vice President Mike Pence reflects on the American people’s response 
to the coronavirus.

10/3 America’s Response to the 
Coronavirus

Vice President Mike Pence reflects on the American people’s response 
to the coronavirus.

10/5 A Vision for Your Home Kristi Clover encourages you to cut yourself some slack when it comes 
to organizing your home and keeping clutter in check.

10/6 Diet is Edit Patsy Clairmont laughs about dieting and how to make the whole idea 
more palatable.

10/7 Set the Example Deborah Pegues encourages you to trust the authority God has put in 
place and focus on ministering to each other.

10/8 A Problem for the Great 
Commission

Brady Boyd explains how our American culture is at odds with the 
Great Commission.

10/9 Pursue Your Wife Matt Jacobson reminds husbands of the need to pursue their wives, 
even years into the marriage.

10/10 Pursue Your Wife Matt Jacobson reminds husbands of the need to pursue their wives, 
even years into the marriage.

10/12 The childishness of Children Dr. David Ireland recalls a child’s funny prayer.
10/13 Where Do You Find the Fun Ted Cunningham recalls a funny moment with his wife and how they 

bring laughter into their marriage.
10/14 Rising to the Surface Lindsay Christiansen reminds you healing can be found, even when 

your past haunts you.
10/15 Pray for the Good of Others Lee Strobel explains that when we pray for the salvation of others, we 

see changes in our own lives as well.
10/16 Using Every Opportunity Jerrad Lopes describes how he looks to Jesus as an example of how to 

spiritually lead his family.

10/17 Using Every Opportunity Jerrad Lopes describes how he looks to Jesus as an example of how to 
spiritually lead his family.

10/19 Get Me Up Deb Weakly describes how she cried out to God for help in her 
parenting.

10/20 God’s Story Krystle Porter reflects on a conversation with her daughter about 
growing up without a mom.

1/21 What Headship Looks Like Leslie Vernick describes how Jesus demonstrated headship for his 
disciples and models it for us.

10/22 To Be Heard Leslie Vernick explains how to approach difficult conversations, 
particularly with a husband in a destructive marriage.

10/23 Be the Thermostat Deborah Pegues describes a peace-filled friend and offers a word 
picture on how to manage stress.

10/24 Be the Thermostat Deborah Pegues describes a peace-filled friend and offers a word 
picture on how to manage stress.

10/26 A Joyous Role Selena Frederick recalls a time when God encouraged her to love her 
husband and offer him grace.

10/27 Step Into Spaces Heather Avis Challenges you to step into the messy spaces to engage 



with other humans in order to get to know God.
10/28 Recalculating Dave Willis reminds us that it’s never too late to make changes in our 

lives and our relationships.

10/29 A Little Seed Mike Adkins explains why he befriended a strange reclusive neighbor.
10/30 Washed White as Snow Mike Adkins Describes leading a man called Norman to Faith in 

Christ.

10/31 Washed White as Snow Mike Adkins Describes leading a man called Norman to Faith in 
Christ.

11/2 Love Is Spelled TIME Mike Huckabee remembers how he took his kids to breakfast each 
week. Offering them individual time.

11/3 We Can Do That Stacey Gagnon describes the incident that led to her and her husband 
opening their home to kids in foster care.

11/4 The Cycle of Shame David Samuel discusses the cycle of shame in terms of addiction and 
how reaching out to others helps overcome it.

11/5 This Picture in My Head Kirsten Samuel recalls an intimate moment she experienced with God.

1/6 A Talent Outside of Myself Morgan Weistling describes how God reached him to use the artistic 
talent he’d been given for His purposes.

11/7 A Talent Outside of Myself Morgan Weistling describes how God reached him to use the artistic 
talent he’d been given for His purposes.

11/9 Disconnected Alyssa McKee describes her realization that she was disconnected from 
the people around her while connecting with others on social media.

11/10 He Himself Broke Elisa Morgan describes brokenness and how, most times, we can’t see 
what God is doing in the midst of a storm.

11/11 I Wore a Mask Lt. Col. Don Coble reveals how he had a hard time giving and 
receiving love for many years.

11/12 Shifting That Perspective Becky Kiser encourages parents to shift their family’s perspective on 
Christmas to focus on Jesus’ birth.

11/13 A New Name Esther Fleece Allen describes how God will give His believers a new 
name.

11/14 A New Name Esther Fleece Allen describes how God will give His believers a new 
name.

11/16 Laughing at Our Laziness Tim Hawkins shares a fun laugh about being lazy. (Original airdate: 
Aug. 31. 2016)

11/17 A Hurt Heart Lysa TerKeurst reflects on how bitterness stems from a wounded heart.
11/18 Another Marked Moment Lysa TerKeurst discusses how she has to repeatedly make the decision 

to forgive.
11/19 Give Me Some Control Cynthia Tobias describes what’s going on inside the mind of a strong-

willed child.
11/20 Siblings of Strong-Willed 

Children
Cynthia Tobias shares a conversation she had with her strong-willed 
son Robert.



11/21 Siblings of Strong-Willed 
Children

Cynthia Tobias shares a conversation she had with her strong-willed 
son Robert.

11/23 A Rotten Omelet Cheryl Martin encourages single women to pursue a healthy 
relationship with God.

11/24 A Product of Everything Before you judge someone else, Dr. Mike Bechtle encourages you to 
consider what might be causing their behavior and offer grace.

11/25 A New Story Jessica Smartt expresses how you can change your story by building 
traditions and memories with your family.

11/26 A Miracle of History Eric Metaxas recounts a Thanksgiving miracle. (Original airdate: Nov. 
24, 2016)

11/27 Helping Others in Need Gayle Gregory reflects on a time when others showered her with 
kindness and generosity. (original airdate: Nov. 12:2014)

11/28 Helping Others in Need Gayle Gregory reflects on a time when others showered her with 
kindness and generosity. (original airdate: Nov. 12:2014)

11/30 A Child of Faith Liz Curtis Higgs asks you to consider the first Christmas in terms of 
teen pregnancy. (original airdate: Nov. 30:2015)

12/1 Just a Feeling Christi Straub offers a way to help you and your child learn to deal 
with emotion. (original air date: March 10, 2020)

12/2 God’s M.O. John Burke reminds us how God works through love. (original air date: 
April 24, 2020)

12/3 Brokenness and Sexuality Milan Yerkovich describes how brokenness affects our understanding 
of sexuality. (Original air date: Feb. 13, 2020)

12/4 The Pan Goes Dry Kay Yerkovich shares how emotional connection made a difference in 
her marriage. (Original air date: Fab. 14, 2020)

12/5 The Pan Goes Dry Kay Yerkovich shares how emotional connection made a difference in 
her marriage. (Original air date: Fab. 14, 2020)

12/7 No Greater Boost Jonathan McKee challenges you to release your desire for approval 
from the online world and seek your identity in Christ

12/8 What a Marriage Could Be Dr. Greg Smalley explains how Satan wants to bring chaos into the 
beautiful gift of marriage God has created. (original air date: July 
8:2020)

12/9 Bigger Than Happiness Bob Paul comments on the idea of fairy-tale happiness in marriage. 
(original air date: July 9, 2020)

12/10 Going to Be Lacking Dr. Kathy Koch explains why only God can fulfill our needs. (original 
air date: Feb. 4:2020)

12/11 The Need for Belonging Dr. Kathy Koch describes how social media doesn’t fulfill our need for 
belonging. (original air date: Feb. 5, 2020)

12/12 The Need for Belonging Dr. Kathy Koch describes how social media doesn’t fulfill our need for 
belonging. (original air date: Feb. 5, 2020)

12/14 To See Me Willie Robertson remembers how Billy Graham demonstrated the 
leadership qualities of Jesus. (original air date: July 10, 2020)

12/15 Nothing Can Come Before Scarlet Pepin encourages moms to not let anything come before their 
relationship with God. (original air date: Feb. 19:2020)

12/16 The God of the Universe Lindsay Pepin recalls how God brought her comfort when she gave up 
her baby for adoption. (original air date: Feb. 20, 2020)

12/17 Choice Theory Dr. Ron Welch reminds you that it’s a choice to honor, respect, and 
love your spouse. (original air date: April 8,2020)

12/18 For His Glory Dr. Scott James reminds us that even in the midst of a global pandemic, 
God is in control.

12/19 For His Glory Dr. Scott James reminds us that even in the midst of a global pandemic, 
God is in control.

12/21 We’ve God an Opinion Dr. Kevin Leman offers wives a unique tool to draw their husbands 
into conversation. (original air date: March 2, 2020)

12/22 3-1-1 Dr. Kevin Leman explains his 3-1-1 concept when it comes to conflict 
resolution. (original air date: March 3, 2020)

12/23 What Love Looks Like John Burke describes how God wants a relationship with you.
12/24 Jesus Was Here on Earth Melanie Shankle recalls her daughter’s reaction to the Christmas story. 

(original air date: Dec. 24, 2014)
12/25 Jesus Came for You Liz curtis Higgs reminds you that with Christmas, God sent us the 

greatest gift of all.
12/26 Jesus Came for You Liz curtis Higgs reminds you that with Christmas, God sent us the 



greatest gift of all.
12/28 Can I Stay Up? Kenn Kington shares a funny story that reminds us that children can 

bring us priceless laughter and give a much needed break in life. 
(original air date: May 18, 2020)

12/29 Delight to the Eyes Jackie Hill Perry describres how the Bible has many different 
applications in our lives. (original air date: June 23, 2020)

12/30 The Beauty of Jesus Jackie Hill Perry describes why it’s important to know the God of the 
Scriptures and not listen to teachers who suit your passions. (Original 
air date: June 24, 2020)

12/31 Out of the Way Connie Albewrs remembers a moment in raising her son when she 
realized she needed to move aside to let God reach him. (original air 
date: Feb. 7, 2020)

H. Freedom’s Call
Freedom’s Call, is a daily sixty second program where Mat Staver give information about current issues regarding religious 
liberty, the sanctity of human life, and the family.  Freedom’s Call airs at the following time: 

Monday-Friday 8:30 – 8:31 a.m.
4:45 – 4:46 p.m.

Date Issues
10/1 Churches Can Engage in Political Speech
10/2 We Must Defend the Legacy of America’s Founding
10/5 Colorado’s Governor Sued for Targeting Ministries
10/6 President Trump Has Nominated Judge Amy Coney Barrett for the High Court
10/7 Proverbs 29:2 Says “With Good Men in Authority, The People Rejoice
10/8 President Trump Protects Children Who Survive
10/9 When Was the Last Time You Prayed for Your Pastors?
10/12 Today the Hearings Begin for the Nomination of Judge Amy Coney Barrett
10/13 Hundreds of People can Gather to Gamble All Night – But Not Worship
10/14 Churches Challenge Newsom’s Worship Ban in Appeals Court
10/15 Justice Clarence Thomas Said the High Court Has Created a problem Only It Can Fix
10/16 When the Church Doors Open, Social Issues in America Decrease

10/19 Sandra Merritt Appeals to the California Supreme Court

10/20 Jackson County Has the Right to Display a Nativity Scene
10/21 Colorado Does Not Get a Federal Injunction Against Andrew Wommack Ministries

10/22 Roe V Wade Was Based on a Lie

10/23 Doe V Bolton Was Based on a Lie
10/26 A Federal Judge Rules in Favor of Worship Services in DC
10/27 Romanian Churches in Illinois Petition SCOTUS
10/28 Victory for Christian Adoption Agency
10/29 California Churches Request a Full Court Review
10/30 Bible Says Faith Without Works Is Dead
11/2 There’s a New Justice on the US Supreme Court!

11/3 Vote According to Biblical Values
11/4 Kentucky Church Injunction Remains Against Gov. Beshear
11/5 Colorado Churches Win Against Unconstitutional Restrictions
11/6 Another Historic “Circle of Peace” Agreement in the Middle East
11/9 We Must Never Forget about America’s Godly Foundation
11/10 33 Countries Declare there is No International Right to Abortion
11/11 There’s Peace in the Storm
11/12 An Amazing National Monument to the Forefathers
11/13 John Adams Said It was the Foundation of the US Constitution.
11/16 Supreme Court Could Change the Landscape for Religious Freedom
11/17 Pro-Life Women Double in the US House
11/18 Louisiana Adds Pro-Life Protection to the State Constitution
11/19 The World is Watching



11/20 The Lord is our Banner
11/23 There Will Be Christmas in Jackson County This Year
11/24 A Firsthand Account of Voter Fraud in Michigan
11/25 Justice Alito Warns Regarding COVID Restrictions Threatening Religious Freedom
11/26 After 66 Days at Sea the Mayflower Finally Reached the New World
11/27 The People Who Disembarked from the Mayflower Had a Deep Faith
11/30 California Churches File Emergency Petition to Supreme Court
12/1 Court of Appeals Strikes Down FL Counseling Ban
12/2 Don’t Let Them Steal Your Christmas Celebration
12/3 Another Atheist Group Attempts to Steal Christmas
12/4 Nativity Scenes on Public Property Are Constitutional
12/7 Another Indiana County Will Celebrate with a Nativity Scene
12/8 Court Rules TN Can Enforce Selective Abortion Ban
12/9 Court Says States Can Defund Planned Parenthood
12/10 First Amendment6 Prohibits Censorship Based on Religious Viewpoint
12/11 That’s What Christmas Is All About
12/14 Huge Victory at the US Supreme Court on Behalf of California Churches
12/51 SCOTUS Ruled Just Before Midnight in Favor of Places of Worship
12/16 Christmas Under Marx and Lenin
12/17 Know Your Yuletide Rights
12/18 The Sky Will Soon Contain an Unusual Beautiful Bright Star
12/21 Amazing Grace, How Sweet the Sound
12/22 The 40tyh President of the US Had THIS to Say about Christmas
12/23 When Joseph Learned Mary Was Pregnant, He Had a Reason to Bring Her to Justice

12/24 It Was Christmas Eve in 1946
12/25 Oh, Come Let Us Adore Him
12/28 Appeals Court Indicates Win in Another Appeals Case
12/29 Colorado Governor Declares Churches Are Essential
12/30 Another Historic Peace Agreement in the Middle East
12/31 Revival Fires for a New Year

I. Lamplighter Moments
Lamplighter Moments, is a daily two-minute program where Mark Hamby gives practical insights on culture, parenting, teens, 
marriage, education and more.  Lamplighter Moments airs at the following time: 

Monday-Friday 5:15 – 5:17 a.m.
8:15 – 8:17 p.m.

Saturday 6:30 – 6:32 a.m.

Date Issues
10/1 Lamplighter Theatre Drama:  Teddy’s Button, Pt 6
10/2 I Hate Injustice!
10/3 I Hate Injustice!
10/5 Three Important Words: “God Help Me”
10/6 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Pt 1
10/7 Home Schooling Is about Parents Growing Up
10/8 Would You Give a Child with Asthma a Cigarette?
10/9 3 Parts of the Brain
10/10 3 Parts of the Brain
10/12 He Who Digs a Pit Will Fall into It
10/13 Is God Responsible for Grief?
10/14 Is Your Marriage Based on a Contract or a Covenant?
1015 I Over-Disciplined My Sone
10/16 Our Son Is So Defiant

10/17 Our Son I So Defiant

10/19 Discerning God’s Will Is No Easy Task
10/20 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Pt 2



10/21 Father’s, Provoke Not Your Children to Anger

10/22 Two nations in One Womb
10/23 Why Me God?
10/24 Why Me God?
10/26 Lincoln & Douglas Debated for 7 Hours
10/27 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Pt 3

10/28 My Strength I made Perfect in Your Weakness
10/29 Do You Have a Good Reason Not to Forgive?
10/30 Did You Ever Wonder Why Lucifer Turned His Back on God?
10/31 Did You Ever Wonder Why Lucifer Turned His Back on God?
11/2 In This Hope We Are Saved
11/3 Gladys Aylward
11/4 Passionately Pliable, Part 2
11/5 Leaders Are Readers
11/6 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Part 4
11/7 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Part 4
11/9 God Hates Violence
11/10 The Electronic Voice
11/11 When God Doesn’t Provide a Miracle
11/12 Soaring New Heights
11/13 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Part 5
11/14 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Part 5
11/16 How Do You Respond When Your Child Doesn’t Obey?
11/17 There’s No Guarantee That Your Kids Will Love God
11/18 Small Defeats
11/19 Visionary Leadership
11/20 Kingly Preparation – 1
11/21 Kingly Preparation – 1
11/23 Kingly Preparation – 2
11/24 Kingly Preparation – 3
11/25 Too Close for Comfort – 1
11/26 Too Close for Comfort – 2
11/27 Are You Reading Twaddle to Your Children?
11/28 Are You Reading Twaddle to Your Children?
11/30 Isaac Watts
12/1 Missing Ring – 1
12/2 Missing Ring – 2
12/3 Chasing Your Child Away
12/4 Successful People Forget
12/5 Successful People Forget
12/7 Eucharisteo
12/8 Forward Faith
12/9 Wandering Memories

12/10 A Frustrated Mom
12/11 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Part 6
12/12 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: The White Gypsy, Part 6
12/14 Why Did Jesus Curse the Fig Tree?
12/15 50 Different Types of Human Hormones
12/16 A Message to Garcia
12/17 Oncoming Forces
12/18 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: Sir Knight of The Splendid Way, Part 2
12/19 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: Sir Knight of The Splendid Way, Part 2
12/21 A Lesson about Trusting God, from a Band-Aid
12/22 Struggling with Prayer Because of a lack of Exercise
12/23 22 Minutes with Your Parents vs. 10 Hours with the Media
12/24 One Step at a Time
12/25 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: Sir Knight of the Splendid Way, Part 2



12/26 Lamplighter Theatre Drama: Sir Knight of the Splendid Way, Part 2
12/28 Jessicalin Wonderland
12/29 An Exasperated Mother
12/30 The Saber-Tooth Tiger
12/31 Comedy has Taken a Rather Dark Turn

J. Crosstalk
A live one-hour national call-in program, Crosstalk covers the issues that affect our world, our nation, 

our families and the Christian church from a perspective centered in the Word of God. Crosstalk airs 
at the following time:

    Monday-Friday 2:00 – 2:55 p.m.

   Issues covered during this quarter:

Date Issues Speaker(s) Description
10/1 News Round-

Up and 
Comment

Jim Schneider Today’s Roundup consisted of several recent news stories that are largely ignored by 
major media outlets. Here is a sampling of the topics:
 Bombshell allegation: Hillary created entire Trump-Russia hoax to 

distract from email scandal
 Black Lives Matter leader arrested for allegedly spending donations on 

personal expenses
 Pro-abortion groups spending millions trying to defeat Amy Coney-

Barrett
 Serious push in U.S. House to remove Speaker Pelosi
 Satanic Temple sues billboard company that refused signs for abortion 

ritual
 Trump nominated for Nobel Peace Prize for third time
 Trump still building the border wall
 Minneapolis plan to defund the Police collapses
 Survey finds only 2 percent of millennials have Biblical worldview
 ‘Humanists for Biden’ take Christian-bashing to a new level
 Vancouver streets hit with ads urging everyone to have just one child
….and many more about voter fraud, microchips, mask-wearing and transgenderism.

10/2 A Panoramic 
Prophetic 

prospective

Dalton Windsor / Dr. 
Jimmy DeYoung

Dr. Jimmy DeYoung appeared at a VCY America rally in September.  His 
presentation, A Panoramic Prophetic Prospective, was a teaching on the entire book 
of Revelation in one evening.
Beginning in Revelation, Dr. DeYoung explained to the audience that this book is 
from God to Jesus who then delegated an angel who would give and dictate to John 
the Revelator what He (God the Father) and his son Jesus wanted John to know and 
ultimately what He wanted us to know.
When you study Revelation, you’ll recognize 3 main events:
–The Rapture of the Church—This is the next main event on God’s calendar of 
activities.  This is first talked about in John 14.
After the rapture and before Christ’s return, you have 16 chapters that deal with 
details concerning a 7 year period of time.  3 and one half years into that 7 year period 
you have …
–The Rebellion—Chapter 11:1-2 of Revelation tells us there will be a temple on the 
Temple Mount in Jerusalem.  That’s where the anti-Christ will come out of Rome, go 
into Jerusalem and walk into the temple (I Thessalonians 2:4), go into the Holy of 
Holies and claim to be God.  
–The Return—This is where Christ mounts a white horse and we mount ours.  Dr. 
DeYoung noted that Jesus is our intercessor (1 John 2).  He’s currently at the right 
hand of the Father and not on the throne.  He doesn’t receive the title, ‘King of Kings 
and Lord of Lords’ until His return (Revelation 19). 
Does this have your curiosity piqued?  Keep in mind, Dr. DeYoung doesn’t teach the 
book of Revelation numerically, he teaches it chronologically.  You’ll find out how 
important that is when you obtain a copy of this edition of Crosstalk or by securing a 
copy of the entire rally.

10/5 President 
Trump’s Battle 
with COVID

Jim Schneider Jim presented listeners with numerous news items dealing primarily with President 
Trump and his battle with COVID-19.  Here’s a sample of stories from the broadcast:
–This morning Mark Meadows, the president’s chief of staff, said he’s optimistic that 
the president would return to the White House today after spending time at Walter 
Reed National Military Medical Center.
–First Lady Melania Trump said she’s feeling good and continuing to rest after testing 
positive for coronavirus.
–Nancy Pelosi scolded President Trump for testing positive for the coronavirus 
suggesting that he was asking to be infected after not wearing his mask and speaking 
to large crowds.
–Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said on Saturday he had a positive phone 
call with the president talking about fighting the pandemic, confirming Judge Barrett 
and strengthening the economy for American families.

https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/1%20Thess%202.4


–President Trump made a surprise visit to supporters Sunday afternoon gathered 
outside Walter Reed Medical Center.
–Left wing media figures took to Twitter Sunday afternoon following the president’s 
trip around Walter Reed Medical Center with one asking for the president to be 
indicted for reckless endangerment and assault.
–A New York staff writer compared the mixed messages regarding the president’s 
health to the misinformation put out during the death watch of Soviet Minister Joseph 
Stalin.
–Left wing critics had cheered the news on Thursday that the president, his wife and 
the White House advisor had tested positive for coronavirus.
–The president’s press secretary has tested positive for coronavirus.
–At least 18 ‘tweets’ were sent out in rapid succession by President Trump on his 
3rd day in the hospital.

10/6 Pause for 
Praise

Jim Schneider Do you remember the last time your computer began slowing down or certain 
functions just stopped working?  Or maybe you have a smart phone or pad and at 
some point you may have touched the screen in one place but something unexpected 
came up?
What was the solution?  You probably did a ‘reset’ or ‘reboot.’
This is what this broadcast was meant to be as many issues and challenges are 
pressing in upon people.  There’s COVID-19 and how it’s affecting church life, Bible 
studies, the monetary system, the president, and even the Pentagon.  There’s the 
election, the Senate hearings for Amy Coney Barrett and so much more.    
In light of all this, Jim gave listeners the opportunity to hit the ‘reboot’ or ‘refresh 
button,’ take time from the issues and pause for praise.  
Join Jim as he encouraged listeners to call and finish the following sentence: Today 
I’m praising the Lord for…  You’ll be blessed and hopefully encouraged to consider 
how you too can pause for praise to the Lord!

10/7 Vote Fraud 
Concern

Jim Schneider Jim began by reviewing some paragraphs from the book by William Federer 
called, Socialism—The Real History from Plato to the Present: How the Deep State 
Capitalizes on Crises to Consolidate Control.  
One paragraph mentions that there are many ways to manipulate the counting of 
votes.  Included was a 1923 quote from Joseph Stalin who himself was concerned 
about ‘…who will count the votes and how.’
Federer wonders that if a politician could justify an agenda, including killing the 
unborn, is there anything politicians couldn’t justify?
Perhaps we’re seeing the answer to that question as Jim highlighted news items 
surrounding the build-up to next month’s election.  For example:
–An article from the Daily Signal notes tens of thousands of cases of possible vote 
fraud are cited in a new report from the Public Interest Legal Foundation titled, 
‘Critical Condition.’  It highlights the severity of the problem (inaccurate voter rolls, 
duplicate registrations, dead voters and incomplete registrations) all of which allow 
fraud by those willing to exploit vulnerabilities in the system.  The foundation 
discovered more than 140,000 instances of potential election fraud in the 2016 and 
2018 elections.
–From the Philadelphia Inquirer—A laptop and several memory sticks used to 
program Philadelphia’s voting machines were stolen from a city warehouse in East 
Falls, officials confirmed last Wednesday, setting off a scramble to investigate and 
ensure the machines had not been compromised.
As Jim asked, ‘…actually when you tally all of these things that are taking place in 
states across the country, it doesn’t sound like voter fraud, it sounds like election 
fraud taking place.’  
What you’ve just read merely highlights the first quarter hour of the broadcast.  Jim 
addresses much more on this issue and you can hear it all, along with listener input, 
when you review this important edition of Crosstalk.

10/8 Pence-Harris 
Debate and 

news Roundup

Jim Schneider This Crosstalk looked at the Pence-Harris debate from last evening while also acting 
as a news round-up broadcast for the week.
Here’s a selection of topics Jim noted were addressed during the debate:
–Senator Kamala Harris would not trust a Trump endorsed coronavirus vaccine–
Biden’s plan to repeal the Trump tax cuts–Harris denied wanting to stop fracking in 
spite of past quotes in favor of banning it–abortion–accepting the outcome of the 
election–Harris references Abraham Lincoln when talking about the nomination of a 
Supreme Court successor and more.
Other news items Jim covered included:
–Michelle Obama defended Black Lives Matter rioting and accused the president of 
being racist.
–Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi told reporters that she intends to discuss a 
constitutional measure to remove President Trump from office following questions 
regarding his health as he recovers from coronavirus.
–President Trump believes a ‘virtual’ presidential debate is a ‘waste of time.’
–A federal appeals court has ruled blocking a decision to extend the deadline for 
counting absentee ballots in Wisconsin.
–Lost in the reporting of the World Health Organization’s new estimate that about 
760 million people, more than 20 times the confirmed cases, have been infected by 
the coronavirus worldwide is the impact on the estimated survival rate.
–Leading epidemiologists have launched a petition calling for an end to lock-downs 
of the healthy and instead focus on protecting those who are vulnerable to the 
coronavirus.
–President Trump ‘tweeted’ out that Nancy Pelosi is not negotiating in good faith so 
therefore the  COVID-19 relief talks are on hold until after the election.
–The governor’s office from the State of California released a statement about 
wearing masks highlighting the extreme measures that governments are allegedly 
taking to fight COVID-19.  This includes keeping a mask on between bites while 
dining.



–A professor at Oregon State University blames white Christians for the wildfires in 
California.

–The National Latino Peace Officers Association Advocacy publicly endorsed 
President Donald Trump.

10/9 Warning! The 
Enneagram 

Secret

Jim Schneider / Don 
Veinot / marcia 

Montenegro

Have you ever wondered how church leaders, even those who seemed so solid in their 
own teaching, can become so blind to error that they could permit a widespread 
invasion of false teachings into the church?  When leaders are drawn to such 
teachings, it’s no surprise that many individual Christians fail too see how these 
occult and New Age teachings are far removed from the faith once for all delivered to 
the saints.  
Joining Jim to discuss one such invasion was Don Veinot.  Don is the co-founder and 
president of Midwest Christian Outreach, a national apologetics ministry and mission 
to new religious movements.  He’s been involved in apologetics ministry for over 3 
decades and is a charter member of the International Society of Christian Apologetics. 
He is also a staff researcher and writer for the Midwest Outreach Journal.
Joining Don was Marcia Montenegro.  Before becoming a Christian, Marcia was 
involved for many years in Eastern spiritual beliefs (Hindu and Buddhist), New Age, 
and occult practices.  She was a certified, professional astrologer who taught 
Astrology for several years.  She served as chairperson of the Astrology Board of 
Examiners and President of the Astrological Society in Atlanta.  She came to Christ 
and now is engaged with her full-time ministry, Christian Answers for the New Age.  
She’s the author of ‘Spellbound: The Paranormal Seduction of Today’s Kids.’
Don is releasing a book called, ‘Richard Rohr and the Enneagram Secret.’ Don kicked 
off the discussion by defining the term, ‘enneagram.’  This is a geometric design.  
Basically it’s a circle with three shapes inside of it that touch the outer circle at 9 
different points.  This nine pointed symbol originated with an early 20th century 
Russian mystic.
While Marcia noted that the enneagram symbol is a neutral geometric design and that 
there is no inherent evil in the design, some people are reading various paths to God 
into it and it’s this concept that’s infiltrating segments of the evangelical church.

On this edition of Crosstalk, Don and Marcia detail the remaining history/evolution of 
this symbol, it’s connection to the Jesuits, how it came to the attention of Richard 
Rohr and went on to become embraced by elements of the evangelical publishing 
world.

10/12 Halloween/Wit
chcraft: 

What’s Behind 
the mask?

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
David Brown

Families across America are making choices about the celebration of Halloween.  
Should the house and yard be decorated with Halloween decor?  Should the kids be 
allowed to dress up in costumes and go house to house collecting candy?  Should a 
person take time to watch horror movies featuring witches, zombies and vampires?  In 
the end, is this all harmless fun or is there more ‘behind the mask’?
Joining Jim for discussion on this popular holiday was Dr. David Brown.  Dr. Brown 
is Pastor of the First Baptist Church in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, has a Masters in 
Theology and PhD in History specializing in the history of the English Bible.  In 
addition to his study of the English Bible he’s also president of Logos 
Communication Consortium which operates LogosResourcePages.org.  He’s author 
of the book, The Dark Side of Halloween and also a research paper, Unmasking the 
Truth About Witches.
What do we know about the origins of Halloween?  It was called the Vigil of Samhain 
and was celebrated by the Druids and the occult.  They would go from farm to farm 
asking for offerings to their god(s) and if they didn’t get them, they would do harm to 
the farmers and animals.
Pastor Brown noted that if you look at the occult holiday list, you’ll see one of the key 
days which is Samhain.  The Roman Catholic Church changed ‘All Hallows’ Day’ 
and the eve before to ‘All Hallows’ Even’ to match the pagan holiday so it was called, 
‘All Hallows’ Eve’ or ‘Halloween.’  
As this program moves along you’ll learn about the following terms, phrases and 
customs tied to Halloween:
–‘Bonfire’ 
–Costumes 
–‘Trick  or Treat’
–Jack O’ Lanterns
–Witches
–Vampires
–Haunted Houses
So if you feel Halloween is merely harmless fun, you’ll want to review this broadcast 
where you’ll also hear comments and questions from listeners across the nation.

10/13 The Elements 
of Revolution 

Are All in 
Place

Jim Schneider / Don 
Feder

We have seen many things unfold in 2020 that many never dreamed possible in our 
nation.  Consider the dictatorial powers launched by many governors and mayors 
across the nation.  There’s been the shuttering of churches, the closing of businesses, 
the declaration of what businesses can survive and which ones are doomed to fold.  In 
addition, look at the uprisings taking place in cities across the nation.  While 
destruction, burnings, lootings, murders and physical assaults have significantly 
escalated this year, many in the major media continue to refer to them as peaceful 
protests.  Meanwhile the tensions between people are heightening.  People have been 
assaulted for an article of clothing they are wearing or a flag they are waving.  
Attacks against patriotism are escalating.  The professional sports world has joined in 
the attack having caved to a political agenda that glorifies anarchy.  There’s a war on 
police with many calling for their defunding and to re-imaging policing.  
Where is all this headed?  Joining Jim to answer that question was Don Feder.  Don is 
a writer, researcher and columnist.  He was a Boston Herald editorial writer and 
syndicated columnist for 19 years.  More than 40 newspapers and e-magazines picked 
up his columns.  His writings have appeared in The Washington Times, The Weekly 



Standard, Front Page Magazine, Human Events and many others. Since 2002 he has 
served as a communications consultant, writer and conference organizer for various 
pro-life and pro-family NGO’s.  He helped organize the World Congress of Families 
from 2006-2018.  He’s currently the Coalitions Director and Director of 
Communications for the Ruth Institute and is the recipient of numerous awards.
Jim began by noting Don reported on a recent poll indicating that 61% of Americans  
believe we’re on the verge of civil war.  He believes instead that a revolution is afoot.
So what’s the difference?  Don noted that in a civil war there are two sides fighting.  
In a revolution there’s basically one side trying to usurp the government.  So what he 
believes is taking place right now is a power-grab as opposed to two sides contesting 
for power.
What were the ‘seeds’ that took root to get us where we are today?  Don pointed to 
the French Revolution, the Bolshevik Revolution, Antonio Gramsci (the father of 
cultural Marxism) and on to the communist revolutions on the 20th and 21st centuries.
Discussion moved to how the Nazis came to power with Don noting how you had a 
situation that is similar to what we see today.  You had riots and anarchy with people 
being beaten and killed for having the wrong point of view.  Soon Hitler came along 
who was viewed by many as a savior in spite of the fact his nationalist/socialist party 
didn’t get a majority in the 1932 election.  Germany gave Hitler a chance to relieve 
the nation of the anarchy with history recording what he did.
Don then mentioned Antifa, a group that is supposed to be anti-fascist.  He believes, 
‘…they’re the most fascist political movement we have ever seen in this country.’
From there this broadcast looks at additional historical parallels to today where 
there’s more than just violence, but legitimizing violence.  There’s discussion about 
George Soros, law enforcement, the Second Amendment and much more.

If you believe, as Don has written about, that the elements of revolution are all in 
place, including an election from which there could be no turning back, then you’ll 
want to review this edition of Crosstalk

10/14 Socialism and 
Education

Jim Schneider / 
William Federer

Socialism is hitting America like a tidal wave striking at our values, our private 
property rights, at parental authority, at religious freedom and the very heart and soul 
of our U.S. Constitution.  As we discussed on a recent program, this issue is really a 
revolution in the making to completely dismantle our constitutional republic and turn 
it over to socialism.  It’s confronting us in numerous ways and what happens in this 
election will greatly determine the destiny of our nation.
Joining Jim for in-depth discussion on this issue was William Federer.  William is a 
nationally known speaker, historian, author, and president of Amerisearch, Inc, a 
publishing company dedicated to researching America’s noble heritage.  He’s the 
speaker on The American Minute daily broadcast.  He has authored numerous books 
including, America’s God and Country Encyclopedia of Quotations, The Original 13: 
History of Religion in America’s First Thirteen States, Who is the King in 
America? and the newly released Socialism: The Real History From Plato to the 
Present in which he analyzes how the deep state capitalizes on crises to consolidate 
control.
Jim quoted from William’s latest book where Plato said: ‘When the true philosopher-
kings are born in state they will set in order their own city.  They will take possession 
of the children who will be unaffected by the habits of their parents.  These they will 
train in their own habits and laws.’  
According to William, the children are the prize.  He used the analogy of computers.  
In that realm you have software and hardware.  The question then remains as to who 
gets to load the software.  God has given children the hardware which is their bodies 
and brains.  They also have their ‘software’ which is the ideology they’re taught that 
gives them their identity and purpose.  In God’s plan that includes family and loving 
each other but those opposed to God want to load viruses and malware.  It’s all about 
who gets to program the next generation.  Take the children away from the family 
before they’ve been affected by the habits of their parents and indoctrinate them with 
what Plato described as ‘noble lies.’
This is all about giving up your values and embracing the state’s values.  An example 
from the Bible includes King Saul telling his soldiers to kill priests.  They wouldn’t 
because they knew individually they are accountable to God.  Doeg the Edomite took 
out a sword and killed them all.  In essence, Doeg had surrendered his conscience to 
Saul, being willing to do whatever Saul ordered.  This is what dictators want, a 
population that will simply obey them.    
William went on to explain that the nation is controlled by laws.  Laws are controlled 
by politicians.  Politicians are controlled by voters.  Voters are controlled by public 
opinion.  Public opinion is controlled by education, the media and the Internet.  So 
whoever controls education, the media and the Internet controls the nation.  
Since the forces behind socialism control these variables, it’s easy to see who gets to 
‘load the software’ onto the next generation.
Review this edition of Crosstalk to learn more as well as hear what others around 
America had to say.

10/15 Pastors on the 
Front Lines: 

Pastor 
Apprciation 

Month

Jim Schneider / Sam 
Rohrer

We often think in society of those who are on the front lines.  When in times of 
national defense, we think of our military personnel as being on the front lines. When 
in terms of disasters we think of police and firefighters, and of course healthcare 
workers being on the front lines.  But when it comes to spiritual matters and the 
spiritual health of our nation, those who are on the front lines are our pastors.  
October has been designated as Pastor Appreciation Month and this Crosstalk issued a 
charge both to pastors as well as to lay individuals in the congregation. 
Bringing proper perspective to this issue was Sam Rohrer.  Sam is president of 
American Pastors Network and the Pennsylvania Pastor’s Network.  He’s also known 
for his work as a former member of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.  He 
is also active in both radio and television producing Stand in the Gap.
Is it an exaggeration to say that pastors are on the front lines?  Sam communicated 



that we are in this world engaged against spiritual wickedness in high places and that 
behind everything we see, there’s the grand battle of Satan opposing the will of God 
or as some might say, good vs. evil.
He tightened the focus a bit when he indicated that the flesh, the world and the Devil 
are competing against us in our personal lives and this is really the battle.  At the root 
the battle is spiritual and in the end it’s about who claims the souls of men.
Sam went on to note that these are days of confusion, great deception and 
lawlessness.  So this is a time for strong leadership; that of a Moses, Joshua or Daniel; 
men who know who God is and the nature of the fight we’re involved in.  It’s a time 
when such leaders should communicate that this is the time to bring forth God’s 
design for mankind for only out of that can clarity come out of confusion and freedom 
from bondage.  In other words, it’s the perfect time for the pulpit to be more vibrant 
than it ever has.
Sam then described his ‘Restore the Law’ initiative.  This initiative, which he 
described as a model for the nation, addresses the unlawful actions that are coming 
out of the executive branch in Pennsylvania, supported by the judiciary.  These are 
actions that take away freedoms such as limiting the way people can worship, who 
can and can’t work, how many people can sit down to eat at a restaurant, etc.

The remainder of the broadcast dealt with Sam’s 5 challenges for pastors as well as 
how a congregation can show appreciation for their pastor.  What all this entails can 
be heard, along with calls from listeners, when you lend an ear to this edition of 
Crosstalk.  

10/16 News Round-
Up and 

Comment

Jim Schneider Below is a brief selection of stories that made the cut for this week’s edition of the 
‘Round-Up.’
–A newly released e-mail allegedly shows that then Vice President Joe Biden met 
with a top executive at Burisma less than a year before he pressured the Ukrainian 
government to fire a prosecutor that was investigating the company.
–Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said his agency is working to release a cache of 
Hillary Clinton e-mails, a political bomb-shell that he expects will hit the American 
people before the upcoming election.
–The Washington Times reported Sunday that it had obtained a 3-page, highly 
classified memo from September, 2016, which the CIA informed then FBI Director 
James Comey that the Hillary Clinton campaign was planning to blame collusion 
between the Trump campaign and the Russian government for the release of 
embarrassing e-mails.
–A federal tax judge has refused to shut down an investigation into the operations of 
the Clinton Foundation.
–Rashida Tlaib and Ilhan Omar are calling for a high Muslim voter turnout to out-
vote Trump’s hate and bigotry.
–CSPAN announced it has suspended Political Editor Steve Scully indefinitely after 
he admitted he lied that his Twitter account was hacked after a message to former 
Trump aid turned adversary, Anthony Scaramucci, emerged.
–Are the debates rigged and if so, who’s responsible?  Antonia Hernandez sits on the 
board of directors of the Commission on Presidential Debates.  She’s affiliated with 
the Berggruen Institute which has ties to the Chinese Communist Party and to the 
Transition Integrity Project, a group that calls for street fights to secure a Biden win in 
the 2020 election.
–2 of the questioners at the ABC Joe Biden television town hall had ties to high 
profile Democrats including one questioner who previously worked as a speech writer 
in the Obama administration. 
–37 years ago, Joe Biden called past proposals to add justices to the Supreme Court a 
‘bone-head idea.’
–A terror investigation has been launched after a teacher was killed in a gruesome 
attack near Paris on Friday.
–The Washington Post is alleged to have run several pieces this month that attacked 
Amy Coney Barrett’s 7 school age children, including one story that suggested they 
may have spread COVID-19 at their school.  This is in spite of the fact that her 
children have all tested negative for the virus.
–A World Health Organization official is urging world leaders to stop using lock-
downs as a primary virus control method.
–A CDC study indicates that Americans are adhering to mask mandates but they 
don’t appear to have slowed or stopped the spread of coronavirus.
–Clinical trials for one of the leading potential coronavirus vaccines, which uses cell 
lines from an aborted baby, have been temporarily paused due to a serious medical 
complication in one of its participants. 

10/19 Amy Coney 
Barrett 

Nomination

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

Last week the Senate Judiciary Committee met to question Supreme Court Justice 
nominee, Amy Coney Barrett, regarding her nomination to the United States Supreme 
Court. Mat Staver provids an analysis of her testimony and the questions that were 
thrown at her. If the vote scheduled for 9am, Thursday, the 22nd, is passed by the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, then it’s on to the full Senate. If Amy Coney Barrett is 
confirmed, this would be President Trump’s third justice appointed to the bench.
Meanwhile the issue of court packing continues to loom as former Vice President Joe 
Biden has refused to give a definitive answer on this issue.

During this Crosstalk program, Mat was probed with questions regarding the tricks to 
stop the hearings from proceeding, Amy’s stunning record of character and intellect, 
her mental preparedness for the hearings and quick handling of the questions. The 
program was wrapped up with answers to what “court packing” is and upcoming 
Supreme Court cases, followed by listener calls.

You can reach your senators by calling 202-224-3121 or by visiting senate.gov.

http://senate.gov/


10/20 Our Primary 
Problem: We 

Have 
Forgotten God

Jim Schneider / Jerry 
Newcombe

Deuteronomy 6:4-12 (KJV)
4 Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord:
5 And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and 
with all thy might.
6 And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be in thine heart:
7 And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them when 
thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest 
down, and when thou risest up.
8 And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and they shall be as frontlets 
between thine eyes.
9 And thou shalt write them upon the posts of thy house, and on thy gates.
10 And it shall be, when the Lord thy God shall have brought thee into the land which 
he sware unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give thee great and 
goodly cities, which thou buildedst not,
11 And houses full of all good things, which thou filledst not, and wells digged, 
which thou diggedst not, vineyards and olive trees, which thou plantedst not; when 
thou shalt have eaten and be full;
12 Then beware lest thou forget the Lord, which brought thee forth out of the land of 
Egypt, from the house of bondage.
The United States is certainly a land of plenty; it is the richest country in the world. 
But according to guest, Jerry Newcombe, our country has one primary problem: we 
have forgotten God. Many men in America’s past called the nation to remember God 
and warned of what will happen if we don’t. Patrick Henry, Abraham Lincoln, 
George Washington and Ronald Reagan are among these.

What has led us down this path of forgetfulness? What lies ahead? Since we have 
removed God, who then is ruling over us? How does this relate to the election 
currently underway?

10/21 Election 2020 
and LGBTQ+ 

Issues

Jim Schneider / Peter 
LaBarbera

The election on November 3rd will set a record.  According to a recent report released 
by the LGBTQ Victory Fund at least 574 openly LGBTQ candidates will be on the 
ballot this year.  They report this is an increase of 33% from 2018.  They report that 
California, Texas and Florida are the states with the greatest number of LGBTQ 
candidates running.  Wisconsin could see its first openly transgender state 
representative as Jessica Katzenmeyer seeks an Assembly seat. 
In the San Francisco Bay Area, drag performers have launched a “Drag Out the Vote” 
campaign effort.  In an opinion piece put out by The Hill, Alphonso David, President 
of the Human Rights Campaign urges LGBTQ voters to show up at the polls or risk 
losing the progress made on their behalf. 
Joining us to discuss these and numerous related issues is Peter LaBarbera – 
Founder and President of Americans For Truth.

10/22 News 
Roundup & 
Comment

JIM SCHNEIDER Here is a sample of the news articles that made the cut this week:

 Judge Barrett approved by Senate Judiciary Committee

 Biden tries to legitimize his court packing scheme

 Former business partner of Hunter Biden says Joe Biden was in on family 
deal to make millions from China

 Iran interfered in U.S. election to damage Trump

 Letters threaten to burn down homes of Trump supporters

 Elections chairman who removed and defaced Trump signs resigns

 Study finds 97% of Late Night show jokes are about Trump, only 3% 
about Biden

 Biden says Muslims will serve at every level of his administration

 Insane anti-Trump protestor eats bloody symbolic heart of President 
Trump in the street

 Thousands of witches plot to bind Trump for last debate and election day

 California ballot box set ablaze, torching ballots inside

 President Trump signs declaration opposing abortion

 Joe Biden will sign executive order on Day 1 making Americans fund 
Planned Parenthood

 8 North Minneapolis residents sue city for lack of Police protection

 NYPD sees nearly 90% rise in retirements

 45% of Florida Covid deaths misclassified
Mastercard’s ‘true name’ feature allows transgenders to use their chosen name on 
debit/credit cards

10/23 Trump/Biden Jim Schneider The final Presidential debate occurred last evening, October 22nd. While this debate 
was supposed to focus on foreign policy, the Debate Commission switched the focus 

https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Deut%206.4-12


Debate #2 
Reaction

to items very similar to the first debate. Jim highlighted the following points of 
discussion:

 Fracking and the oil industry

 Illegal immigration and border enforcement

 Biden evading Pres. Trump’s mention of the Hunter Biden emails

 Reopening schools and businesses

 Improving healthcare

 Who is tougher on Russia

 Black Lives Matter and racism

 Increasing minimum wage
Many callers weighed-in with their take of the debate as well.

10/26 Lifting the 
Veil on 

George Soros

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Frank Wright

We have seen things unfold in this nation over the last few years that many never 
dreamed possible and it’s escalating quickly.  We see activist Islamic groups at work, 
we see the uprising of the Antifa groups and Black Lives Matter.  We see the battle in 
society over how we define marriage and how we define terms like ‘male’ and 
‘female.’  We see the battle for the life of the unborn and those who are so committed 
to killing the most vulnerable among us that they will stop at nothing to accomplish 
their goal.  There is the Southern Poverty Law Center labeling Christian groups and 
traditional family groups as ‘hate groups.’  We see the eruption of so-called ‘peaceful 
protests’ that rioted, looted, and destroyed businesses in cities across the nation.  
All of these things describe anarchy and it’s descended upon virtually every aspect of 
American life.  This push for anarchy is coming on multiple fronts but under the 
surface there’s a vital thread holding it all together.  According to the guest 
interviewed on this program, it’s an enormous flow of funding coming from radical 
leftist billionaire, George Soros among others.    
For more on this issue, Jim welcomed Dr. Frank Wright.  He’s president and CEO of 
D. James Kennedy Ministries as well as CEO at the D. James Kennedy Center for 
Christian Statesmanship.  Dr. Wright has worked 24 years on Capitol Hill.  He’s the 
former President and CEO at National Religious Broadcasters.
George Soros was born a Jew in Hungary in 1930.  His parents had some evidence to 
believe that a holocaust that was coming so they placed young George with a Gentile 
man who claimed that George was his adopted son.  George later helped his Gentile 
mentor/adopted godfather confiscate some of the property left behind by Jews who 
were transported.
Winston Churchill once described Russia as a riddle wrapped up in a mystery inside 
an enigma.  That’s the way Dr. Wright described the George Soros of today.  He’s 
Jewish by birth yet hates Israel.  He denies God (he’s an atheist believing God was 
invented by man), yet claims himself to be some kind of a god which is not surprising 
as his personal goal is to be the conscience of the world.
Soros has given an estimated 32 billion dollars to left-wing causes here in America 
and around the world.  20 billion of that went to his ‘Open Society Foundations.’  
This organization generates a billion dollars in income each year which he uses to 
promote his ‘values.’  According to Dr. Wright, those ‘values’ include abortion, 
LGBTQ activism, open borders, euthanasia, the legalization of prostitution and drugs, 
he’s against the Second Amendment and he’s for defunding the police.

Why is all of this significant if it involves just one man?  Find out as Dr. Wright ‘lifts 
the veil’ on George Soros on this vital edition of Crosstalk.

10/27 Election 2020 
and Agenda 
212 Issues

Jim Schneider / Tom 
DeWeese

Tom DeWeese is the president of American Policy Center.  He’s one of the nation’s 
leading advocates of individual liberty, free enterprise, private property rights, 
personal privacy, back-to-basics education and American sovereignty and 
independence and protecting our Constitutionally-guaranteed rights.  He’s the author 
of Sustainable: The War on Free Enterprise, Private Property and 
Individuals and Erase a political novel.
This broadcast began with an overview from Jim concerning the Senate vote that 
made Amy Coney Barrett the latest addition to the Supreme Court of the United 
States.  Tom added his comments, communicating that the addition of Barrett, ‘…is 
probably the key to whether we retain the republic or not.’ 
As this Crosstalk moved along it covered a large number of issues related to the 
election and Agenda 21 including:
–Voter ballot security
–Why private property rights are at stake in this election
–The Green New Deal and its impact on government and economic reform
–Fracking
–The importance of local elections
–The future of America’s relations with the United Nations
Callers from across America participated with their questions and views as well.

10/28 Critical Race 
Theory

Jim Schneider / 
Pastor David Brown

There’s great political tension in America with vitriol at an all-time high.  There’s a 
divide based upon skin color and the ideology surrounding that as we’ve seen the 
formation of Antifa and Black Lives Matter.  Family members are rising up against 
each other.  There’s also a spiritual divide between those who accept the authority of 
God’s Word and those who don’t.
Another issue that has sparked division within all of these areas is something referred 
to as critical race theory (CRT).
Joining Jim to look at this philosophy was Dr. David Brown.  Dr. Brown is pastor of 



the First Baptist Church in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.  He has a Masters in Theology and 
PhD in History, specializing in the history of the English Bible.  In addition to his 
study of the English Bible he is also President of Logos Communication Consortium 
which operates LogosResourcePages.org.  As such he’s a researcher often writing on 
many relevant topics in our culture from a biblical worldview.
Dr. Brown began by setting the biblical basis for the discussion which warns us about 
spiritually harmful philosophies.  It’s 1 Timothy 4:1-2 where the reader is warned 
about seducing spirits and doctrines of demons.
So what’s propelled the violence, shootings and terrorism we’re currently seeing in 
America?  Dr. Brown reminded listeners about the agitation of the Black Lives Matter 
movement that has dominated our discourse since the death of George Floyd.  So 
what really concerns Dr. Brown is the legitimacy of Black Lives Matter because 
according to the Bible, all lives matter.  
So what exactly is CRT and what are its origins?  It began with German philosopher 
Max Horkheimer who is known for developing critical theory in the 1930’s.  The aim 
was to create a world that satisfies the needs and powers of human beings.  All of this 
was based upon the philosophies of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud.  Eventually it 
became the critical law theory and now it’s the critical race theory. 
This theory has worked its way into government, education, religion, the workplace 
and the media.  Proponents say it’s a legal system that believes institutions are 
inherently racist.  Instead of being biologically grounded, it’s a socially constructed 
concept.  In the end it seeks to completely change society and along the way, you are 
either the oppressed or the oppressor.  There is no middle ground.
Can it be conclusively proven that critical race theory is a doctrine of demons and 
seducing spirits?  Decide for yourself when you hear Dr. Brown lay out the evidence 
on this edition of Crosstalk.

10/29 A Nation at 
War: The 
Globalist 

Conditioning 
of America, Pt. 

1

Dalton Windsor / 
Gary Kah

On this broadcast, derived from the October 24th VCY America rally, Gary set the 
stage for his presentation by reading 1 Peter 1:3-7.  He highlighted this text because 
he believes we’re headed into a period where all of us will go through various trials, 
some that will be quite challenging.  Great discernment is necessary and we need to 
walk more closely with Jesus than we ever have.
In January, the World Health Organization, headed by Ethiopian socialist 
revolutionary Tedros Ghebreyesus, tried to downplay the severity of the coronavirus 
even though he knew what was taking place in China.  Gary believes he wanted to 
protect the interests of China.
Could it be that Ghebreyesus wanted the virus to spread so that it would become a 
global problem requiring a global response and solution?   
In October of 2019, less than 2 months before the virus began spreading in China, a 
globalist strategy session was held in New York City.  Called Event 201-A Global 
Pandemic Exercise, this private meeting was an opportunity to ‘game-out’ the 
response to a global virus pandemic.  Those who were in attendance included: The 
United Nations Foundation, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the World Bank, 
the World Economic Forum, NBC, the CIA, the Johns Hopkins School of 
Medicine/Bloomberg School of Public Health and the Chinese Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention.
Gary communicated that the goal is to control the entire narrative of a global 
pandemic from the top down.  He cited as proof the event’s strategy session where 
they called this process, ‘flooding the zone.’  If they say the same words and ideas, 
coming at the public from every direction (university professors to mass media to 
social media, etc.) people will begin to believe it and the public will go in the 
intended direction.
Other key players and their efforts to use the coronavirus to establish world 
government include: 
–Gordon Brown, the former British Prime Minister and the current U.N. Special 
Envoy for Global Education.  
–U.N. Secretary General Antonio Guterres
–Pope Francis and his Global Compact on Education   
As this Crosstalk progressed, Gary also dealt with the following:
–The coronavirus, the I.D. 2020 Summit and what this might mean in relation to 
developing a cashless society where everyone has a digital I.D. 
–The suppression of hydroxychloroquine to maintain the globalist narrative.
–The technological developments behind making a global COVID-19 vaccine a 
platform for digital identity.
…and much more

10/30 A Nation at 
War: The 
Globalist 

Conditioning 
of America, Pt. 

2

Dalton Windsor / 
Gary Kah

Gary Kah is the founder and director of Hope For the World.  He’s the former Europe 
and Middle East Trade Specialist for the Indiana State Government.  In 1987, Gary 
was invited to join the World Constitution and Parliament Association, one of the 
organizations involved at the forefront of promoting the world government agenda. 
During the next 4 years he obtained detailed documents which demonstrated that the 
push toward a one-world government was active and rapidly advancing.  Gary is the 
author of Enroute to Global Occupation and The New World Religion. 
To begin part-2 of this presentation from the October 24th VCY America rally, Gary 
asked the following question: ‘What do these pro-U.N. globalist elites hope to 
ultimately accomplish?  The answer?  An anti-Christian, socialist, one-world, 
cashless, controlled government system.’
This answer helps set the stage for the remainder of Gary’s presentation.  He 
buttressed his point by telling listeners that if they want to read a good description, all 
they need to do is read chapters 13 and 14 of Revelation.  In other words, what these 
people want is exactly what the Bible describes there concerning the last days.  The 
technology for this to happen is all in place.
Gary believes a cashless system won’t be publicly accepted until America’s economic 
system collapses or at least falters to such a degree that it’s deemed ineffective and 
out of date for the interconnected world of today.  He also believes that much of the 

https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/1%20Tim%204.1-2
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/1%20Pet%201.3-7


sensational media coverage surrounding the COVID-19 situation is designed to 
facilitate that transition.
The central banks of many nations are already preparing for just such a switchover.  
When this global currency is introduced, it will utilize digital technology taking on 
the form of an electronic monetary unit, utilizing readily available distributed ledger 
crypto-technology.
Some international banks have already begun using special drawing rights (SDR) for 
several years to settle inter-bank accounts.  The public version of the SDR monetary 
unit has been ready to go for at least 18 months.  It’s simply waiting for the right 
moment to come forth.  A global economic meltdown, resulting from a health crisis 
that’s out of control, might just be, as Gary put it, ‘…just what the doctor ordered.’
Gary asked listeners to pray for God’s intervention in the affairs of America as he 
believes that the global establishment will do everything in their power to collapse 
our economy in order to usher in a mandatory vaccine and electronic currency while 
placing blame, if possible, on President Trump.
The forced hysteria surrounding the coronavirus is causing businesses to shut down 
for a second time.  It’s estimated that 40-60% of them may never reopen.  In the 
meantime, diminished corporate earnings, increased trade tensions with China, and 
our increasing national debt could spell disaster for our economy and the stock 
market, so we need to prepare while we can.
So what would such a scenario mean for the value/worth of cash?  Will bartering be 
an option?  These questions and more are addressed as Gary continued to warn 
listeners what may lie ahead and the players behind it all.  For example he explained:
–Black Lives Matter and their historic ties to Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan, 
the Black Panthers, the LGBTQ movement and BLM’s anti-traditional family/anti-
Israel agenda.
–Defunding the police
–The occult connection within leftist politics that supports violence,
particularly against police.
–The Kamala Harris factor.
–The concern among the Jewish community as they look at the near-term future of 
America.  Should they stay or should they consider moving to Israel?

–How might our enemies seek to weaken us further during a time of domestic unrest?

11/2 COVID 
Totalitarians, 
2020 Election 
and Critical 

Issues

Jim Schneider / Alex 
Newman

Unbelievable orders are coming out due to COVID-19.  The State of Illinois has just 
recently closed all indoor dining, while Michigan’s governor is going to require 
restaurants to take the names and contact information of diners.
Meanwhile, according to Dr. Anthony Fauci, mask mandates and social distancing 
may be necessary through 2021 and into 2022.
According to the guest on this Crosstalk, totalitarians and con-artists who have hyped 
and exploited the coronavirus to steal freedom and destroy livelihoods are in the 
crosshairs for a coming tsunami of legal action.
Providing expert commentary on this issue was Alex Newman.  Alex is an 
international freelance journalist, author, researcher, educator and consultant.  He’s a 
foreign correspondent for The New American and regularly attends UN and 
international summits.  Alex is co-author of the book, Crimes of the Educators.
Alex communicated that totalitarians have hyped and exploited COVID-19 as a 
pretext to undermine nearly every freedom.  Even our responsibilities are being 
targeted as many are not allowed to go to work and open their businesses.  This has 
resulted in 60 million people that have filed for unemployment since the beginning of 
the pandemic.  Alex believes this is a strategic, deliberate attempt to try to undermine 
the economy, individual freedom and terrorize the public to go along with the effort.
Although he doesn’t believe totalitarians deliberately released COVID-19 (although 
he indicated that’s not out of the realm of possibility), they have been planning to 
exploit a pandemic and do exactly what they’ve done for at least a decade and he says 
there are documents to prove it.
How do we rationalize what’s taking place before us when COVID has not caused 
any excess mortality anywhere in the world?  Is there a monetary motive helping 
drive this?  Is this all part of a movement toward a ‘great reset’?  Alex has some 
interesting answers to these questions during the first quarter hour.
As the broadcast moved along, Alex looked at voter rigging efforts, what’s most at 
stake for America as we move into election day, the anarchy planned by some on the 
‘left’ in order to obtain major concessions regardless of who becomes president, the 
George Soros connection and much more including input from listeners nationwide.

11/3 Election day 
2020

Jim Schneider With this election it appears we’re having to decide whether we’re going to keep a 
capitalist society or if we’re going to move ever closer toward socialism.   Are we 
going to respect the sanctity of life or are we going to sanction the taking of life in the 
womb?  Are we going to respect male and female or will we go in the direction of 
saying that gender is changeable?
With those thoughts in mind, Jim went through some election day news.  Here’s a 
small sample of stories presented:
–President Trump holding multiple events per day while Joe Biden has basically 
camped out in the state of Pennsylvania.
–Joe Biden takes popular singer and anti-fracking activist Lady Gaga with him to a 
Pennsylvania rally.
–Joe Biden promotes an endorsement from a leading Muslim-American, anti-Israel 
group funded by George Soros.
–Maxine Waters believes it’s unconscionable that a black American would vote for 
President Trump.
–At a stop in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Vice President Mike Pence encouraged 
Americans to pray while also quoting Scripture.
–Joe Biden plans to quickly take control of the narrative if he’s declared the winner of 
the election.



Callers from across the nation followed up the news stories with their own election 
day input.

11/4 Election Day 
News Recap

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

Election day is over but the election is not.  270 electoral votes are needed to win the 
presidency and as this broadcast began, President Trump had 214 while Joe Biden had 
248.
So what’s holding things up?  Just the first several minutes of the broadcast shed 
enormous light on that question.  For example:  
–Jim began with a Fox News report that the Trump campaign announced a lawsuit in 
Michigan to halt the vote counting in that state, claiming that their campaign wasn’t 
provided meaningful access to numerous counting locations to observe the opening of 
ballots and the counting process.
–Rudy Giuliani, the president’s attorney, was en route to Pennsylvania as the 
president was ahead in that state.
–Huge ballot dumps were reported in Wisconsin and Michigan, with President Trump 
saying he will ask for a recall in Wisconsin.
–In Philadelphia, a Republican poll watcher was denied entry.  WND.com reported 
that in that same city, Democrat operatives were caught handing out Democrat voter 
guides to people in line to vote and at a northeast Philadelphia polling place, illegal 
signs urging people to vote for Democrats were seen.  Voting machines were reported 
to be down in 2 counties that were both pro-Trump strongholds.
Joining Jim for expert analysis concerning post election day news was Mat Staver.  
Mat is a constitutional attorney, founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel.
As Mat noted, when have you ever seen votes stopping in the middle of counting?  
When have you seen that at 3:30am-4am the day after the election, long after the polls 
have closed, that approximately 100,000 ballots are found and they just happen to 
have the same name on them.  In this case the name was Joe Biden.
When have you seen decisions to extend voting well beyond the actual voting day?  
Mat said that this is unconstitutional and there are some Supreme Court justices that 
have suggested that this is a violation of the Constitution.
This is just a portion of what was highlighted in the first quarter hour of an 
information-packed program that also looked at the makeup of the House of 
Representatives, the U.S. Senate, as well as ballot initiatives that were part of 
yesterday’s voting landscape across the nation.

11/5 The History of 
Socialism

Jim Schneider / 
William Federer

Increasingly we’re hearing a rallying cry for socialism in our society.  Free 
healthcare, free education, free food, free housing, free public transportation, free 
childcare, guaranteed jobs and free welfare for the poor.  Certain politicians are 
fanning the flames of the mobs to change our government, our constitution, and our 
way of life as a nation.  Do we really want to go the way of Russia, Communist 
China, Cuba or Venezuela?  Is socialism a wonderful utopia or is it a totalitarian 
nightmare?  Will everything be free or will deep-state bureaucrats decide who gets 
what?  Is there a difference between socialism and communism?
Joining Jim to sort this out from the historical perspective was William Federer. 
William is a nationally known speaker, historian, author, and president of 
Amerisearch, Inc, a publishing company dedicated to researching America’s noble 
heritage.  He is the speaker on ‘The American Minute’ daily broadcast.  He’s 
authored numerous books including, ‘America’s God and Country Encyclopedia of 
Quotations,’ ‘The Original 13: History of Religion in America’s First Thirteen 
States,’ ‘Who is the King in America?’ and the newly released ‘Socialism:  The Real 
History From Plato to the Present’ in which he analyzes how the Deep State 
capitalizes on crises to consolidate control.  
William began by giving listeners a brief history lesson regarding socialism which 
goes back to Plato who lived in 380 B.C.  As William described it, Plato felt, ‘…that 
democracy without virtue ends in domestic social chaos out of which some governor 
or mayor will be a tyrant.’
From there the lesson builds to include Sir Thomas More, the Pilgrims, the French 
Revolution, Napoleon, Frederick (King of Prussia), Hegel, Karl Marx, Eugene Debs 
and more.    
In the end, William described socialism as, ‘…the dream of heaven on earth’ but he 
also noted that, ‘It’s a cultural bait and switch.’  Find out why when you review this 
important Crosstalk broadcast

11/6 News Round-
Up and 

Comment

Dalton Windsor Below is a number of stories that Dalton presented.  Afterward, listeners added their 
input to round out the hour.
–Dalton presented audio clips from both Joe Biden and President Trump.  Biden 
asked for calm while the vote count is completed, while President Trump’s comments 
revolved around Republican gains across the nation and his belief that he wins if legal 
votes are counted.
–President Trump warned of the problems associated with vote by mail.  Dalton listed 
reasons why this method of voting is problematic.
–Two weeks before the election, one non-partisan  political report predicted an 
expanded Democrat majority in the House.  A net gain of 5 to 10 seats.  That did not 
happen.
–President Trump’s campaign has announced several legal battles in key states due to 
the possibility of voter fraud.
–Political analyst Dick Morris has communicated that members of Republican 
controlled legislatures in four states must step up and take charge of the ballot 
counting process from their governors, who happen to be Democrats, and help 
President Donald Trump win re-election.
–Judge shocked that the United States Postal Service disregarded order for postal 
inspectors to search for undelivered ballots.
–GOP blasts Fox network over early call on the State of Arizona.

11/9 Electors 
Determine a 

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

Voting irregularities have surfaced in states across the nation.  Allegations of voter 
fraud have come from whistle-blowers from within several states.  Recounts will 
begin in others.  Lawsuits have been filed in Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania and 



President, Not 
the Media

Georgia. In spite of this, the media rushed forward to announce that Joe Biden is the 
winner and is now President-Elect Biden.  They refuse to recognize that they aren’t 
the ones who determine the presidency, it’s the electors and as of this date, none of 
these votes have been certified.  The Trump campaign said they are not backing 
down.
Joining Jim to look at this issue was Mat Staver.  Mat is a constitutional attorney, 
founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel.
If you go back to November 3rd when polls closed in Pennsylvania, President Trump 
had a lead of 400,000 votes.  Mat indicated it doesn’t matter how many votes weren’t 
counted by that point.  You can’t make up that big of a deficit under any 
circumstances.
Liberty Counsel has an attorney ‘on the ground’ at this time in Pennsylvania.  This 
person’s name is on the authorized list as an observer for the campaign to make sure 
votes are counted.  There’s a state court order ordering the presence of such 
individuals so that there’s one individual for every person counting votes.  Despite all 
of this, this individual was not allowed in.  
Mat views the decision of the media to declare Biden the winner as dangerous and 
irresponsible.  They’re doing this even though votes are still being counted and 
numerous states are going through recounts and audits.  He noted Pennsylvania where 
the Speaker of the House has requested an audit which is a thorough review of the 
vote.  This means no one can declare a winner there.
Is it legal to extend the vote count past election day?  What happened when the 
Pennsylvania case went before the U.S. Supreme Court?  Were there ballots that 
actually had back-dated postmarks?  Did any deceased people make an impact in this 
election?  These and other questions were answered as Mat exposed the many 
problems that occurred with this election and Crosstalk listeners weighed in as well.

11/10 Voter Fraud 
Revisited

Jim Schneider / 
William J. Federer

William Federer is a nationally known speaker, historian, author, and president of 
Amerisearch, Inc, a publishing company dedicated to researching America’s noble 
heritage.  He’s the speaker on The American Minute daily broadcast.  He’s authored 
numerous books including, America’s God and Country Encyclopedia of 
Quotations, Who is the King in America? and the 2020 released book, Socialism:  The 
Real History From Plato to the Present in which he analyzes how the deep state 
capitalizes on crises to consolidate control.
What we’ve been seeing in the aftermath of the election are things that seemingly 
follow the socialist playbook.  To prove his point, William gave listeners a brief 
history lesson beginning with conditions after WWII.  It was a time when the Soviet 
Union wondered whether to have communism run their nation or should it run the 
world?  The second attitude won out and William described how the KGB moved to 
project influence and power within the new nations that had formed out of the ashes 
of war.  Those nations included Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and 
Lithuania, nations that had elected new leaders.  Jim noted how this modus operandi 
is playing out in the present within America. 
After this, William commented on the following:
–Security questions concerning mail-in ballots. 
–The post-election environment in Pennsylvania. 
–The specific types of ballot/voter fraud that are alleged to have occurred. 
–How the Democrats sabotaged Herbert Hoover as they wanted to install FDR and his 
big government socialist programs.  Sound familiar?
William said the following in regard to news that Attorney General William Barr is 
authorizing federal prosecutors to pursue alleged voter irregularities: ‘This is the last 
stand for not just America but the world.  If they can get away with massive voter 
fraud on this scale, there will never be another honest presidential election ever.  And 
Lindsey Graham just said that today.’
These are very sobering words to ponder.  Learn more on this issue, and hear what 
callers had to say, when you review this edition of Crosstalk

11/11 Honor a 
Veteran – 

2020

Jim Schneider It was the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month of 1918 that WWI ended.  In 
1921 President Warren Harding had the remains of an unknown soldier who was 
killed in France buried in the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at Arlington.  Inscribed 
on that tomb are the words: ‘Here rests in honored glory an American soldier known 
but to God.’ 
The Daily Signal reports that after WWII and the Korean War, Congress officially 
changed the name of Armistice Day to Veterans Day.  This holiday is distinct from 
Memorial Day in that Memorial Day honors those fallen, while the purpose of 
Veterans Day is to serve as an opportunity to reflect upon and honor the past and 
ongoing contributions of American veterans.
This broadcast is highlighted by listeners as Jim opened the phone lines to let people 
across the nation honor a veteran

11/12 Election 
Upheaval

Jim Schneider / Alex 
Newman

Upheaval continues around the 2020 election.  For example, Sidney Powell from 
President Trump’s legal team has alleged that Democrats had a widespread voter 
fraud operation on election day.  
Here’s what else Jim reported:
–So-called computer glitches have happened in several states.  
–A mail carrier in Pennsylvania says he was ordered to collect late ballots.  
–An election worker in Detroit signed an affidavit alleging she witnessed widespread 
election fraud including her fellow election workers attempting to coach voters to cast 
ballots for Joe Biden.  
–The Trump administration has filed a lawsuit against the Michigan Secretary of State 
and Wayne County officials for improper conduct.  
–Today the president’s press secretary announced some 234 pages of affidavits 
alleging election irregularities in Michigan.    
–Senator Lindsey Graham indicated that millions of ballots flowed through Nevada 



voting counting machines without the signature verification. 
Joining Jim to sort through all of this was Alex Newman.  He’s an international 
freelance journalist, author, researcher, educator and consultant.  He is a foreign 
correspondent and regular contributor for The New American.
Alex believes that we’re dealing with, ‘…a clear, unmistakable and brazenly obvious 
pattern of voter fraud; massive, systematic voter fraud, designed to steal the election 
on an unprecedented scale.’  
To give you an example of just how ‘unprecedented’ this is, Alex noted that President 
Trump ‘tweeted’  that there’s now reports and evidence that the Dominion Voting 
Systems (a crucial manufacturing company involved in the election process across 
multiple states and closely connected with George Soros) rigged the vote and took 
millions of votes from President Trump while providing them to Joe Biden.
In the end, Alex sees this not only as an attempt to steal the election but to overthrow 
our system of government.  
This is just some of what you’ll hear from the first quarter hour of the broadcast.  
There’s much more to take in and you can hear it all, including input from listeners 
nationwide, on this edition of Crosstalk.

11/13 News Round-
Up and 

Comment

Jim Schneider This ’round-up’ was dominated by news items related to the 2020 election.  Stories 
included:  
–Ticketmaster allegedly considered requiring ticket purchasers/concert goers to verify 
they’ve been vaccinated for the coronavirus or show proof that they’ve tested 
negative for the virus 24-72 hours before the event.
–Fox News falls to #3 in ratings.
–During the September 29th debate, Joe Biden was asked by moderator Chris Wallace 
if he would wait until the election results were independently certified before 
declaring victory.  He answered, ‘Yes.’  
–Joe Biden on track to set a record for the most expensive presidential campaign in 
history.
–Voting halted in Atlanta, Georgia, on election night at a time when President Trump 
appeared to be running away with the election in that state.  Was a water main break 
at the time a factor or not?  
–Election officials in Georgia have begun hand tallying of the presidential race.
–A major new allegation of voter fraud raised in Michigan where a lawsuit filed by 
the Great Lakes Justice Center on behalf of two poll challengers says multiple levels 
of improper conduct took place on orders from election officials.
–Puerto Rico election commission said it discovered more than 100 briefcases 
containing uncounted ballots a week after the U.S. territory held its general election.
–Senator Richard Hildebrand of Kansas says he will waste no time introducing an 
election fraud protection bill to the Kansas Senate over the 2021 session when it 
begins in January.
–Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer to Georgia: ‘Now we take Georgia, then we 
change America.’
–President Trump ‘tweeted’ out information from One America News Network 
claiming  that Dominion, the voting system that experienced several ‘glitches’ 
favorable to Joe Biden, deleted 2.7 million votes for him.
–Black Lives Matter leader tells Biden and Harris that they want something for their 
vote.
–The number of new pro-life Republican women elected to the House of 
Representatives now stands at 16.
–The seven big items on Joe Biden’s White House agenda.
–Joe Biden’s coronavirus task force said that the U.S. could manage the pandemic by 
enforcing an extended economic lock-down with the government compensating 
workers for lost wages.

11/16 We Will Not 
Be Silenced

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Erwin Lutzer

Dr. Erwin Lutzer is pastor emeritus of The Moody Church where he served as the 
senior pastor for 36 years.  He’s the speaker on radio programs such as Running to 
Win and Songs in the Night.  He’s the author of numerous books including the 
recently released, We Will Not be Silenced.
With the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota, the steady but increasing 
criticism of America became a flood that’s included much more than just the issue of 
race.  
Is America really as bad as some would have us believe?  As Dr. Lutzer pointed out, 
the problem is that if you compare America to other nations, it’s hard to get people to 
hate us.  So the critics don’t dare compare us to other nations.  Instead they trash our 
history so that they can rebuild it under Marxist ideology as it pertains to law, 
education and economics.
Many people are viewed as victims today as well.  How does this play into the current 
tensions?  Under critical race theory, the idea is to divide people into two categories: 
the oppressors and the oppressed or the victims and the victimizers.  If you’re white, 
you fall into the oppressor category.  This makes you a person of privilege even if 
you’re born into poverty.  However, if you’re a black American and you’re wealthy 
because you’ve done well, you fall into the oppressed group simply because of your 
skin color.
As Dr. Lutzer noted, ‘Could there be anything more racist than people being judged 
by the color of their skin?’  Martin Luther King taught us not to judge one another by 
the color of our skin, but by the content of our character.  So the goal isn’t racial 
reconciliation.  It’s to keep the races in continual conflict.       
This is just the beginning of a discussion that looks at numerous other factors that 
seek to silence the church while tearing our nation apart including: social justice, 
propaganda in relationship to sexuality, settling arguments through vilification and 
much more. 
Will we confront or will we compromise?  It’s something to ponder when you review 
this vital Crosstalk broadcast. 

11/17 Spiritual Jim Schneider / Ron When you think about the end times you no doubt think of the time of Christ’s return, 



Warfare in the 
End Times

Rhodes the tribulation, the anti-Christ, or perhaps the Battle of Armageddon.  However, have 
you prepared for the spiritual warfare that’s already present in this world and that is 
escalating?  Paul warned Timothy that in the last days perilous times would come.  
Are you alert to Satan’s devices?  Are you aware of Satan’s most destructive and 
powerful tools?  The guest on this edition of Crosstalk communicated that now more 
than ever it’s essential to equip yourself with God’s truth so you can stand against the 
encroaching darkness.
Joining Jim for discussion on this important issue was Dr. Ron Rhodes.  Ron is 
president of Reasoning from the Scriptures Ministries.  He’s a researcher, author and 
apologist, having written over 60 books including:  End Times Super Trends, 40 Days 
Through Daniel, 40 Days Through Revelation, 90 Days Through the New 
Testament, Unmasking the Antichrist, Israel on High Alert and many others.  His 
appearance on Crosstalk was in support of his latest book, Spiritual Warfare in the 
End Times.
When Ron uses the term, ‘spiritual warfare,’ he’s referring to an invisible war with an 
invisible enemy.  This enemy is spiritual and his name is ‘Satan.’  He has a battalion 
of demonic forces working worldwide to bring Christians down.
Ron noted that, ‘…at the first coming of Christ there was a great escalation in 
spiritual warfare and demonic affliction.’  This took the form of bodily illnesses, 
mental afflictions, distorted gospels, heresies and numerous kinds of temptations 
against believers including lying, sexual sin, division among Christians and 
persecution against believers.  Ron believes that we’ll see the same environment 
around the time of Christ’s second coming.
What does Ron mean by ‘end times’?  He’s referring to the years leading up to the 
tribulation period, the tribulation period itself (the 7 year period when the anti-Christ 
will rule), the second coming of Christ, Christ’s judging of nations including Israel 
and when those found to be believers enter into the millennial kingdom.  After that is 
the eternal state.
With this foundation set, Ron commented on the following:
–Is Satan a synonym for evil, a force, a cartoon character or a real, personal being?
–What is the origin of Satan and how did evil originate?
–Can angels become demonic today?
–Are there ranks of fallen angels?
–What is Satan’s goal?
–What does Ron mean that Satan is the ‘ape’ of God?  
This is just an overview of the first quarter-hour.  There’s much more to take in, 
including questions from listeners.

11/18 The Aftermath 
of the 2020 
Election and 

LGBTQ Issues

Jim Schneider / Peter 
LaBarbera

Peter LaBarbera is the founder and president of Americans for Truth.
NBC News reported that voters in six states handed 8 transgender, non-binary and 
gender non-conforming candidates victories in state legislatures. 3 of the nation’s 
current transgender state legislators won reelection.  At least 5 others, including an 
incumbent who was not previously ‘out’ as gender non-conforming, won on election 
day bringing the total to at least 9 once they all take office.
Peter responded to this news by noting it’s mainly homosexual, bisexual and 
transgender writers putting an emphasis on and cataloging all these ‘firsts.’  He sees 
the coverage as totally one-sided as it was against President Trump in the presidential 
news coverage.
The candidates are radical.  Peter explained that you have authors that were 
promoting transgender ideology to children.  Almost all are in favor of abortion on 
demand while also being in favor of taxpayer funding and forced insurance coverage 
for transgender sex-change/gender reassignment surgeries.
Then there’s Delaware’s 27th District where voters chose to elect an open homosexual 
who moonlights as a ‘drag queen.’ 
It’s getting ever more radical and Peter communicated that this is what the 
Democratic Party has become.  As he stated, ‘It has become the party of abortion on 
demand and radical homosexual, bisexual, transgender ideology.’ 
Here’s a sample of the remaining stories/issues Jim had Peter comment on:
–Voters in the Bible-belt states of Georgia and Tennessee elected the first openly 
homosexual members of their state legislatures which also includes a lesbian 
Episcopal priest. 
–The election of multiple transgender lower court judges as well as transgender city 
councilmen.
–Fox News coming under great scrutiny for their election coverage.
–Richard Stengel, who advocates restrictions on free speech, has been appointed by 
Joe Biden to a key post in the presidential transition team.

11/19 Election 
Oddities No 

One Can 
Explain

Jim Schneider / Bob 
Adelmann

In just the past several hours, Rudy Giuliani and Attorney Sidney Powell held a 90 
minute press conference pointing out election fraud in numerous states, an amount 
that they believe would be sufficient to overturn the projected winner for president in 
such states.  
So what else might lead one to believe that irregularities had to be taking place in 
these battleground states?  All one has to do is take a look at some election oddities 
that no one else can explain.   
Joining Jim to look at these factors was Bob Adelmann.  Bob is a former investment 
advisor, now a regular contributor to The New American writing primarily on 
economics and politics.
Here’s a handful of oddities that Bob discussed:
—How is it that Joe Biden ‘won’ the presidency when the Republicans gained, not 
only in the House, but in state houses across the nation.
–The S&P 500—If the market is strong (positive) in the 90 days leading up to the 
election, more than 90% of the time, the incumbent is re-elected. 
–The Primary Model is a scientific model that goes back to 1912.  Since that year that 
model, based upon how voters voted in the primaries, has predicted who the president 
will be about 87% of the time.



–Ohio is one of the 2 highly reliable bellwether states that almost always accurately 
serve as a national barometer for the presidency.  The winner of Ohio has gone on to 
win the presidential election in every single race since 1904 with 2 exceptions.  In 
Florida, only twice has a Democrat won the presidency without winning that state 
while no Republican since Calvin Coolidge has won the presidency without it.  
Results?  Ohio—Trump 53—Biden 45.  In Florida—Trump 51—Biden 48.  
–There are 18 counties that have a very impressive track record going back to 1956.  
They’ve predicted the winner between 88-100% of the time.  In 2012 and 2016 all 18 
picked the president.  This year, 15 of the 18 bellwether counties went to Trump.
–Over 450,000 ballots were identified that only have a vote for Joe Biden and no 
other down-ballot candidates.

11/20 News Round-
Up and 

Comment

Jim Schneider Here is a sampling of the topics from today’s News Roundup:

 Court of appeals strikes down FL counseling ban

 Petition circulating at Harvard to stop former Trump administration 
officials from attending, teaching or speaking at the university

 Trudeau and Biden are both pushing for the Great Reset

 World Economic Forum founder claims world will never return to normal 
after COVID

 Jim Jeffrey boasts of how he lied to Trump to defy Syria 
withdrawal orders

 Bill Gates’ falsehood: “I’ve never been involved in any sort of microchip-
type anything”

 Lindsey Graham says Judicial confirmations will continue

 Senate candidate said America must repent for its worship of whiteness

 Raphael Warnock says nobody can serve God and the military

 Nancy Pelosi announces forthcoming end to her time as Speaker of the 
House

 Biden names outspoken reparations advocate to key position

 Biden cancer charity spent zero on cancer research

 Pennsylvania implements one of the worst mask mandates yet

 California governor caught attending party that violated his own Covid 
restrictions

 Muslims murder a pastor in Uganda for using the Koran and saying Allah 
is not God

 Mailchimp blacklists conservative groups

 Austria has a new hate speech law

 Lubbock City Council (Texas) rejects proposal to ban abortions
and several stories regarding election fraud

11/23 A Stolen 
Election

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

The recent presidential election continues to be contentious with allegations of dead 
people requesting mail-in ballots and voting, stacks of pristine ballots being run 
through the tabulation process, the ‘curing’ of ballots that were flawed, signature 
requirements that were disregarded, photo I.D. requirements disregarded, ballot 
security protocols disregarded, signature verification requirements thrown out, 
massive voter dumps, software scrutiny and the list goes on.
Joining Jim to sort through it all was Mat Staver.  Mat is a constitutional attorney, 
founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel.
This edition of Crosstalk began with news concerning a victory in Florida last Friday 
via the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals.  The court struck down laws that say a client 
can’t receive nor can a counselor give, at the request of the client, any counsel to 
change unwanted same-sex attractions, behaviors or conflicts with gender.
From there, Jim had Mat present the latest concerning the presidential election.  
Here’s a brief list of items discussed from just the first quarter hour:

 Attorney Sidney Powell is no longer part of Trump’s legal team.  Should 
people who are looking for an overturning of the election results be concerned?

 Representatives from Dominion Voting Systems failed to appear at an 
oversight hearing in Pennsylvania last Friday and Dominion employees have 
been shutting down their LinkedIn professional pages.

 Mat has in his possession a sworn affidavit of November 15 of a person 
who was present in Venezuela with Hugo Chavez when Smartmatic was 
created/deployed for that nation’s election.

 According to Dominion, 40% of U.S. voters in 28 states and Puerto Rico 



used the Dominion voting system in the 2020 presidential election.

 Pamela Geller reports that Mykale Garrett, a former Dominion project 
manager (who goes by Kelly Garrett), is the mayor of Lathrop Village, 
Michigan.  She conveniently left Dominion in 2019 to become heavily involved 
in Michigan politics.

There’s much more to take in including input from listeners around America who 
present their questions, comments and concerns on this important topic.

11/24 Giving 
Thanks: 

Thanksgiving 
2020

Jim Schneider Have you given any thought recently that with all the turmoil in our nation how we’ve 
come to this point?  Are you aware of the fact that the lack of expressing thanks 
(being unthankful) is characteristic of a society that is in a moral free-fall?
Biblically speaking, this can be proven as Jim noted by reading from Romans chapter 
1, 2 Timothy 3:1, Joshua chapter 24 and Judges 2:10.  It’s from that foundation that 
Jim presented this edition of Crosstalk to allow listeners an opportunity to give thanks 
to God.
Find out what your fellow Crosstalk listeners are thankful for when you review this 
special holiday broadcast!

11/25 News Round-
Up and 

Comment

Jim Schneider Due to the holiday, this news round-up program came early, but Jim still had much to 
report on.  Some of his stories are highlighted below:
–According to former Secretary of State John Kerry and European Commission 
President Ursula von der Leyen, a Joe Biden presidency would help propel the World 
Economic Forum’s globalist ‘Great Reset’ plan to use the coronavirus pandemic to 
transform the world’s economy.
–Chinese President Xi Jinping wants other nations to adopt a coronavirus tracking 
system that uses QR codes to track travel during the pandemic.
–President Trump not conceding in spite of the fact that he approved the official 
transition process.
–A Pennsylvania judge blocked certification of the results of the 2020 election in that 
state until her court holds a hearing Friday in a case brought on by Republican 
lawmakers and candidates.
–A judge in Nevada has scheduled an evidentiary hearing on a case brought by 
Republicans alleging vote fraud in the 2020 election.  
–A poll challenger at the vote tabulating center in Detroit, Michigan, described 
dozens of incidents of fraud of various kinds during the count including early 
morning ‘dump’ of ballots for Joe Biden.
–A national organization has filed an emergency petition with the Wisconsin Supreme 
Court asserting it has identified 150,000 potentially fraudulent ballots in the state’s 
presidential election that Joe Biden unofficially won by 20,000  votes.
–A recount vote in Wisconsin has unearthed hundreds of uncounted and unopened 
absentee ballots.   
–Thousands of people registered and voted in Georgia using addresses of postal 
facilities or businesses but made it look like they were residential addresses  
according to a former Trump campaign official.
–The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is considering shortening the 
current coronavirus quarantine timeline from 14 days to between 7 and 10 days  
according to an exclusive Wall Street Journal report.
–Attorneys for a Roman Catholic priest and Orthodox Jewish rabbi have filed an 
emergency application with the Supreme Court in hopes of curbing New Jersey 
Governor Phil Murphy’s ongoing pandemic related restrictions on houses of worship.
–Oregon recently legalized drugs but you can’t go to church or celebrate 
Thanksgiving.
–Oregon governor is urging citizens to report neighbors who violate state laws 
concerning coronavirus.
–Voters in Jefferson and Union counties in Oregon passed a referendum to secede 
from Oregon and affix them to neighboring Idaho.
–In Vermont, schools will be adding new questions to daily health checks about how 
students spent their holiday.  Depending on the answer, kids may have to take online 
classes for a 2 week period or quarantine for a week and then get tested for COVID-
19.  If negative, they can come back. 
–Joe Biden has reportedly picked Jake Sullivan to be his national security advisor.

11/26 Giving 
Thanks: 

Thanksgiving 
2020

Jim Schneider Have you given any thought recently that with all the turmoil in our nation how we’ve 
come to this point?  Are you aware of the fact that the lack of expressing thanks 
(being unthankful) is characteristic of a society that is in a moral free-fall?
Biblically speaking, this can be proven as Jim noted by reading from Romans chapter 
1, 2 Timothy 3:1, Joshua chapter 24 and Judges 2:10.  It’s from that foundation that 
Jim presented this edition of Crosstalk to allow listeners an opportunity to give thanks 
to God.
Find out what your fellow Crosstalk listeners are thankful for when you review this 
special holiday broadcast!

11/27 We Will Not 
Be Silenced

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Erwin Lutzer

Dr. Erwin Lutzer is pastor emeritus of The Moody Church where he served as the 
senior pastor for 36 years.  He’s the speaker on radio programs such as Running to 
Win and Songs in the Night.  He’s the author of numerous books including the 
recently released, We Will Not be Silenced.
With the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota, the steady but increasing 
criticism of America became a flood that’s included much more than just the issue of 
race.  
Is America really as bad as some would have us believe?  As Dr. Lutzer pointed out, 
the problem is that if you compare America to other nations, it’s hard to get people to 
hate us.  So the critics don’t dare compare us to other nations.  Instead they trash our 
history so that they can rebuild it under Marxist ideology as it pertains to law, 
education and economics.
Many people are viewed as victims today as well.  How does this play into the current 
tensions?  Under critical race theory, the idea is to divide people into two categories: 

https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/2%20Tim%203.1
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Judg%202.10
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/2%20Tim%203.1
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Judg%202.10


the oppressors and the oppressed or the victims and the victimizers.  If you’re white, 
you fall into the oppressor category.  This makes you a person of privilege even if 
you’re born into poverty.  However, if you’re a black American and you’re wealthy 
because you’ve done well, you fall into the oppressed group simply because of your 
skin color.
As Dr. Lutzer noted, ‘Could there be anything more racist than people being judged 
by the color of their skin?’  Martin Luther King taught us not to judge one another by 
the color of our skin, but by the content of our character.  So the goal isn’t racial 
reconciliation.  It’s to keep the races in continual conflict.       
This is just the beginning of a discussion that looks at numerous other factors that 
seek to silence the church while tearing our nation apart including: social justice, 
propaganda in relationship to sexuality, settling arguments through vilification and 
much more. 
Will we confront or will we compromise?  It’s something to ponder when you review 
this vital Crosstalk broadcast. 

11/30 Thomas 
Jefferson: 

Accuracy vs. 
Revisionism

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Catherine Millard

Some communist goals were written into the Congressional Record on January 10th, 
1963.  Here are just a few:

 Get control of the schools.

 Discredit the American Founding Fathers and present them as selfish 
aristocrats who had no concern for the common man.

 Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of 
American history on the grounds that it was only a minor part of the big picture.

This kind of revisionism is taking place today and one point of interest for those 
behind such efforts is founding father Thomas Jefferson.  Jefferson was the 
3rd president of the United States and author of the Declaration of Independence  
Joining Jim to separate truth from fiction concerning Jefferson was Dr. Catherine 
Millard.  Dr. Millard is president of Christian Heritage Ministries.  She has a Doctor 
of Ministry degree in the area of Christian Education.  She’s the recipient of the 
George Washington Honor Medal sponsored by the Freedoms Foundation at Valley 
Forge for excellence in patriotic and individual achievement and the Faith and 
Freedom Religious Heritage of America Award for significant contributions in 
affirming and strengthening the biblical principles in American life.  She’s the author 
of numerous books and has taught extensively on the subject in college, universities 
and schools throughout the nation and abroad. She’s author of Thomas Jefferson: 
Accuracy vs. Revisionism–An Expose.
According to Dr. Millard, attacks against Thomas Jefferson have been going on since 
the 1930’s when the Marxist movement began.  Why does he receive so much 
attention in this regard?  Dr. Millard believes it’s because he wrote the Declaration of 
Independence as well as the Statute for Religious Freedom in Virginia, documents 
that were the first of their kind in the world.  Such documents provided our nation 
with its civil and religious liberties and its his pen that stood up against the monarchy 
for the first time in world history.  
What do we know about his early life?  What impact did Christianity and religion 
have on his life and writing?  How did Jefferson view the separation of church and 
state?  What do the Council on Foreign Relations and Karl Marx have to do with 
Jefferson?   
As Dr. Millard addresses these and other questions, you’ll see how this information 
stacks up against the charge that Jefferson was an atheist, agnostic or unbeliever.
Crosstalk listeners were given an opportunity to present their questions and opinions 
as well.

12/1 General 
Michael 
Flynn’s 

Warning to the 
Nation

Jim Schneider / 
Brannon Howse

According to major media sources, the 2020 election is over and Joe Biden is 
president-elect.  Actually, it was the media that granted the title of ‘president-elect’ to 
Biden.  That’s despite the fact that there are numerous lawsuits occurring in multiple 
states where voter fraud has been indicated including activities like vote data dumps, 
missing USB cards, state legislatures introducing resolutions to dispute election 
results and Dominion software reportedly accessed by foreign governments.
As this situation plays out, people formerly involved at high levels of our government 
are presenting information that appears to verify the idea that fraud did occur and that 
the media is involved in deliberate censorship to cover it up.  Brannon Howse proves 
the point as he was granted the opportunity to be the first to interview General 
Michael Flynn since his pardon.  Brannon joined Jim to present excerpts of that 
interview for Crosstalk listeners.
Brannon is the president of WVW Broadcast Network and Host of Worldview 
Weekend Radio and the Worldview Weekend Hour Television Program.  He’s an 
avid researcher, author of several books including Marxianity, Coming Religious 
Reich, Twisted Scripture Twisted Theology, Grave Influence and numerous others.  
He’s producer of the documentary, Siege.
Brannon became friends with national security author and researcher Mary Fanning.  
Eventually Fanning introduced Brannon to 3-star General Thomas McInerney 
(retired).  He oversaw NORAD (Alaska), was in charge of nuclear weapons for the 
Pentagon and as a young man flew over 400 missions fighting the communists in 
Vietnam.
Brannon received a call on November 27th from General McInerney saying they 
needed to go live on-the-air.  It was during that broadcast that he received a call from 
General McInerney’s friend, General Michael Flynn.
As you hear the excerpts from General Flynn, he explains…      
 How there are clear paths to victory for President Trump.
 How China was tied to the recent election.
 The censorship in the media.



 How what had been a ‘…coup in progress’ is evolving.
Brannon followed this up by describing the impression this interview left on him and 
information from General McInerney that the general believes amounts to treason.
What is that information and does it indicate that the enemies of our nation are now 
‘inside the wire’?  Become informed and decide for yourself when you review this 
edition of Crosstalk.

12/2 Exposing and 
Stopping the 

Steal

Jim Schneider / Alex 
Newman

Amazing testimony was delivered yesterday before the Michigan state Senate 
Oversight Committee by Melissa Carone, an IT worker trained and contracted by 
Dominion Voting Systems. She worked at the tabulating center in Detroit on 
November 3rd with claims she saw election workers illegally rescanning batches of 
50 ballots for Joe Biden over and over to create more votes. And that’s just the tip of 
the iceberg —
In Pennsylvania, Doug Mastriano, a state senator, said there is mounting evidence that 
the Pennsylvania presidential election was compromised. At a public hearing in 
Pennsylvania last week, a witness described “spikes” in the vote count the evening of 
the election in which Joe Biden gained 570,000 votes compared to President Trump’s 
3,200 votes. This occurred suspiciously after the President had a lead of some 
700,000 votes.
The former attorney general for the state of Kansas, Phil Kline, called the 2020 
Election one of the most lawless in U.S. History.
Alex Newman has written a series of articles urging that it is critical to expose and 
stop the steal.

12/3 Globalists Eye 
Fast Moving 

Agenda

Jim Schneider / Gary 
Kah

So much has unfolded in a short period of time.  We’ve just been through an election 
that’s still being contested with allegations of catastrophic voter fraud, COVID 
shutdowns, vaccination I.D. cards being pushed, Joe Biden rushing to pursue a 
globalist agenda and a call for what’s known as ‘The Great Reset.’
Joining Jim to tie some of these things together was Gary Kah.  Gary is the founder 
and director of Hope For the World.  He’s the former Europe & Middle East Trade 
Specialist for the Indiana State Government.  In 1987, Gary was invited to join the 
World Constitution and Parliament Association, one of the organizations involved at 
the forefront of promoting the world government agenda. During the next 4 years he 
obtained detailed documents which demonstrated that the push toward a one-world 
government was active and rapidly advancing. He’s the author of Enroute to Global 
Occupation and The New World Religion.
Gary believes that what’s been lurking in the shadows is now coming out, front and 
center, with the forces behind it believing they’re ready.  The problem is that Donald 
Trump was elected president and decisions he made caused some of their plans to be 
undone.  In response, they’re pulling out all the stops in order to stop not only the 
president, but some of his closest advisors as well.
Gary took listeners back to the election and described the time when Arizona was 
called and for some strange reason, everything came to a halt.  Suddenly there was a 
shift as results started coming back in and Biden pulled ahead.  
The best example Gary was able to present of election numbers that just aren’t 
possible comes from General Michael Flynn.  He noted that in Pennsylvania, 700,000 
more ballots were returned than were mailed out.  In spite of examples like this, we 
still have people in our own Justice Department and CIA trying to suppress this.  
Another statistic claims that only 5-1/2% of voters voted for Donald Trump in 
Washington, D.C.  If this is close to accurate, it shows we have a government that’s 
out of control and against the people.
Gary believes that everything President Trump attempted to do in order to push back 
against the new-world agenda will be reversed by Joe Biden if he takes over.  Gary 
contends that there will not be a single non-globalist in Joe Biden’s administration.  
All of them will be of the one-world mindset.
Gary wrapped up the first quarter hour of information by describing what’s been 
happening for years in major cities around America.  Powerful globalists realize that 
most of them are run by Democrat mayors.  They began to harness that power through 
mayoral associations and other such meetings, so it’s no coincidence that many of 
them are acting in unison on numerous issues.  Many of them have become socialists 
and have a globalist agenda, realizing America has to become diminished in order for 
our nation to be assimilated into a global system of governance.  He believes that the 
platform they will use to accomplish this goal involves three things: COVID, climate 
change and global debt.
Gary exposes more concerning this ‘Great Reset,’ as you’ll hear, when you review 
this vital broadcast.

12/4 News Round-
Up and 

Comment

Jim Schneider Here’s a sample from the stack of news stories that Jim presented to listeners: 
–The House of Representatives voted 228-164 to pass the Marijuana 
Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement Act.
–Lieutenant General Thomas McInerney doesn’t believe the courts are likely to come 
through for the president and recommends Trump use emergency powers to put down 
the coup d’etat.
–General Michael Flynn is promoting a position that calls on President Trump to 
temporarily suspend the U.S. Constitution.
–A prominent witness has reportedly joined the team of Attorney Sidney Powell and 
has stated under oath that there was a massive computer fraud in the 2020 election 
intended to secure victory for Joe Biden. 
–A federal judge has barred Georgia officials from clearing or tampering with results 
on voting machines in 3 counties as the result of a lawsuit filed by Sidney Powell.
–Sidney Powell’s attempt to force Georgia officials to allow a forensic examination of 
voting machines that she claims are central to a vast election fraud conspiracy will get 
an expedited review from the federal appeals court in Atlanta.
–Republican Georgia Governor Brian Kemp calls for a signature audit after CCTV 
footage was leaked of hidden ballots being secretly counted.
–An organization founded by failed Georgia gubernatorial candidate Stacey Abrams, 



as well as several other groups, are being investigated by Georgia Secretary of State 
Brad Raffensperger for allegedly looking to aggressively register ineligible, out-of-
state or deceased voters in the weeks leading up to the state’s January 5th senate 
runoff elections.
–A witness brought forward by the Trump campaign in its Nevada election contest 
alleged that the memory disc used to store vote totals from election machines during 
the early vote period had the vote tallies inexplicably changed overnight. 
–Arizona GOP says ballots were altered/removed from Trump’s total.
–An IT worker trained and contracted by Dominion Voting Systems worked at a 
tabulating center in Detroit on November 3rd.  This individual claimed that she saw 
election officials illegally re-scanning batches of 50 ballots for Joe Biden over and 
over to create more votes.
–Two runoff elections coming up in Georgia to determine who will have control over 
the senate.  
–The United Nations has announced it has partnered with the World Economic Forum 
to promote a new campaign to control COVID-19 related discussion on social media. 
–The U.S. government will be issuing wallet sized COVID-19 ‘proof of vaccination’ 
cards.
–Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and Barack Obama have volunteered to receive the 
COVID-19 vaccine in public and on camera in a bid to boost public confidence.

12/7 The March 
Toward 

Secularism

Jim Schneider A political action committee known as the Secular Democrats of America are 
responsible for a document urging the Joe Biden/Kamala Harris administration (if 
they take office) to pounce on U.S. Christianity.  The report urges Joe Biden to 
reverse many of the advances of the Trump administration, particularly in regard to 
religious liberty, and replace them with what they refer to as ‘constitutional 
secularism.’
Jamie Raskin of Maryland and Jared Huffman of California, members of the 
Congressional Free Thought Caucus, are behind the 28 page document 
titled, Restoring Constitutional Secularism and Patriotic Pluralism in the White 
House. It would ban religious organizations from participating in government 
programs.  In that vein, here are a number of more specific points to consider:

 It would support governors who want to close down churches due to the 
COVID pandemic. 

 Require new disclosures from churches. 

 Overturn religious rights precedents such as the Hobby Lobby case.

 Prevent the mention of creationism in education.

 Work for a de-radicalization of what they deem as ‘white Christian 
nationalism.’

 Rid America of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. 
Jim had much more to share as he laid out the goals, objectives and ideals of this 
committee and what it would mean for you.  Crosstalk listeners were given the 
opportunity to share their input as well. 

12/8 The Media’s 
Impact on the 
2020 Election

Jim Schneider / Don 
Feder

We’re 5 weeks past election day and the outcome is still uncertain with numerous 
challenges taking place at various court levels in a number of states.  In spite of this, 
many mainstream media sources continue to describe Joe Biden as president-elect.
This should surprise no one as the guest on this Crosstalk contends that the media 
stole this election before a single vote was cast.  How did they do it?
Joining Jim to answer that question was Don Feder.  Don is a writer, researcher and 
columnist.  He was a Boston Herald editorial writer and syndicated columnist for 19 
years.  More than 40 newspapers and e-magazines picked up his columns.  His 
writings have appeared in The Washington Times, The Weekly Standard, Front Page 
Magazine, Human Events and many others. Since 2002 he has served as a 
communications consultant, writer and conference organizer for various pro-life and 
pro-family NGO’s.  He’s recipient of numerous awards.
The creation of false narratives was a key to the stealing of this election.  For 
example, Jim had Don comment on the following media descriptions of the 
president:  

 He’s a bigot and racist.

 His ban on people from terrorist states means he hates Muslims.

 He exploits racial tension for political gain.

 He’s a Russian agent.

 He refused to take the coronavirus seriously until it was too late.

 He refused to aid COVID victims.

 His go-it-alone foreign policy made us the laughing-stock of the world.
This broadcast has much more to offer with the second half of the hour featuring the 
views of callers from across the nation.

12/9 Vote Fraud 
Case Update

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

Mat Staver is a constitutional attorney, founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel.
Liberty Counsel has filed another appeal with the Supreme Court concerning 
churches and COVID in the State of California.  They received a victory on 
December 3rd related to attendance restrictions, but a judge in California refuses to 



even entertain the Supreme Court argument.  It’s critical for the court system to move 
on this because with each passing day, both pastors and parishioners could be 
criminally charged while being subject to enormous daily fines. 
Concerning the presidential election, the Attorney General of Texas, Ken Paxton, has 
filed a lawsuit with the U.S. Supreme Court challenging the election procedures of 
Georgia, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Wisconsin.  In essence, Texas sees these states 
as having engaged in mismanagement that negates the electoral votes of Texas.  
In related news, the Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies voted 
down a resolution to acknowledge Joe Biden as president-elect. 
Could the Texas lawsuit truly be ‘the big one’ that President Trump believes it is?  
You be the judge when you review this important edition of Crosstalk.

12/10 What in the 
World

Jim Schneider Jim pulled select news stories out from tomorrow’s news round-up program in order 
to highlight them.  Regardless of whether you find the stories outrageous, angering or 
disgusting, one thing is certain.  All of them elicit the question: What in the world?

 Michigan State Representative Cynthia Johnson gave a warning Tuesday 
at a vote fraud hearing where she called on soldiers (on the ‘left’) to ‘make 
them pay’ (referring to Trump supporters).

 The staff of late term abortionist LeRoy Carhart is having fun making a 
mockery of Christ’s birth by decorating an office Christmas tree with abortion 
tools.

 Georgia Senator Kelly Loeffler twice accused her opponent, Democratic 
challenger Pastor Raphael Warnock, of using the Bible to justify abortion.

 In an Appropriations Committee hearing, House Democrats characterized 
the Hyde Amendment, which prohibits the federal government from funding 
abortions, as racist and discriminatory.

 Joe Biden says he will name a radical abortion activist, Xavier Becerra, 
as 

      his Health and Human Services secretary.
Other stories dealt with the coronavirus, Nancy Pelosi and the maker of Ritz crackers 
attempting to redefine the family.
What in the world?  Get the details and hear how listeners responded when you listen 
to this Crosstalk broadcast.

12/11 News 
Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Jim covers the news headlines of the week (these include just the first half hour)!
–President Trump announced that his administration helped secure peace and a 
normalization agreement between Israel and Morocco.  
–In a new show of military might, 2 American B-52H long-range heavy bombers took 
off from the U.S. and flew over a swath of the Middle East yesterday, sending what 
U.S. officials said was a direct message of deterrence to Iran.
–Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib raised eyebrows Sunday after she re-tweeted a 
message with a phrase that’s associated with calling for an end to the State of Israel.
–Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe said the Chinese Communist Party is 
using gene editing to boost its military.
–China’s Communist Party seems to be implementing a multi-dimensional strategy in 
the Caribbean.  
–Admiral Craig Faller, head of the U.S. Southern Command, warns about the 
alarming and concerning arrival of military personnel from the elite Quds Force from 
Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps, confirming that the military is seeing an uptick in 
weapons shipments from Iran to Venezuela.
–Joe Biden is pledging to usher in a new era of LGBTQ rights.
–Nickelodeon is joining with one of its transgender actors to role out a trans-youth 
acting challenge for young people who identify as trans or non-binary and want to 
pursue an acting career.
–The Republican led Senate Finance and Homeland Security Committee published a 
new and lengthy report Tuesday further detailing national security concerns related to 
Hunter Biden’s shady foreign dealings in China and Ukraine.
–Hunter Biden revealed Wednesday that he’s under federal investigation for possible 
tax fraud.
–Pennsylvania House Speaker and Majority Leader filed an amicus brief with the 
U.S. Supreme  Court against his own state in favor of the Texas lawsuit against the 
commonwealth and 3 other states.
–3 suspects involved in the Georgia suitcase scandal have been identified.
–An election supervisor in Coffee County, Georgia, demonstrated in recent videos 
posted online how Dominion Voting Systems voting software allows votes to be 
changed during an adjudication process.
–Arizona Republican Party Chairwoman Kelli Ward announced yesterday that she’s 
appealing to the U.S. Supreme Court her federal case regarding alleged irregularities 
with the voting software used in November’s election. 
–Texas Representative Brian Babin has proposed the ‘You Must Be Alive to Vote 
Act,’ a bill that’s intended to crack-down on alleged instances of people using names 
of the deceased in order to vote.

12/14 Reasoning 
from the 

Scriptures with 
Jehovah’s 
Witnesses

Jim Schneider / Ron 
Rhodes

Dr. Ron Rhodes is president of Reasoning from the Scriptures Ministries. He’s a 
researcher, author and apologist, having written over 60 books including titles such 
as: End Times Super Trends, 40 Days Through Revelation, Unmasking the 
Antichrist, Israel on High Alert, Reasoning from the Scriptures with Mormons and so 
many others.  Ron returned to Crosstalk to talk about his book, Reasoning from the 
Scriptures with Jehovah Witnesses.
Many years ago the cults were on the outer fringes of society.  Today they are next 
door to us.  Some of them may be members of what’s known as the Watchtower 



Society, an organization that believes they are God’s visible representative on earth 
and should be obeyed as the very voice of God.  Beginning with their history and 
founder Charles Taze Russell, Ron explains why they have a different Jesus and a 
different gospel and unfortunately because of this deception, they are headed into a 
Christ-less eternity.
Jehovah’s Witnesses believe the Bible is insufficient by itself when it comes to 
learning the things of God.  People are not to think for themselves when it comes to 
interpreting Scripture.  They are to have a dependent viewpoint, submitting their 
minds to and depending upon the Watchtower Society and their vast literature in 
order to understand the true meaning of the Bible.
As this broadcast moves along, Ron also looks at their New World Translation vs. the 
historic Christian Bible and their works-based salvation theology. 
Jehovah’s Witnesses are literally a mission field that we can reach as they attempt to 
reach out to us.  Find out how when you review this program and take advantage of 
the resources listed below.

12/15 The Electors 
Voted: Is It 

Final?

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

Mat Staver is a constitutional attorney, founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel.
Concerning the Texas lawsuit, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a short order saying 
that the state doesn’t have standing (a direct injury) to challenge what happens in 
another state with regard to the election.  This is in spite of the fact that this case 
raises serious issues on the merits.
Mat believes that the electors would have standing.  President Trump would also have 
standing so either he and/or the electors could bring the same type of lawsuit that 
Texas attempted but bring it into the lower state courts and raise the merits that Texas 
raised.  Those could quickly go through the appeals process and eventually go back to 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 
As discussion moved along, Jim had Mat comment on:

 An alternate set of Republican electors that met and cast their votes.

 A forensic audit of Dominion Voting machines.

 The alleged ‘hack’ of the SolarWinds software.

 Could the case against Dominion become a RICO case?

 Hillary Clinton advocates for abolishing the electoral college.

 Have we turned the corner concerning constitutional rule of law?
…and so much more including input from Crosstalk listeners. 

12/16 Biden’s Picks 
Show What He 

Means by 
‘Unity’

Jim Schneider / 
Robert Knight

You may have noticed that the headlines from major news sources have gone from 
declaring Joe Biden as vice-president elect to the common theme that Biden is 
appealing for unity.  While it’s true that he did campaign around that narrative, just 
what does he mean when he uses the term?  
This is the question that Crosstalk posed to Robert Knight.  Robert is a former Los 
Angeles Times news editor and writer and was a media fellow at the Hoover 
Institution at Stanford University.  He’s a regular weekly columnist for The 
Washington Times, Townhall.com, OneNewsNow.com and others.  Robert has held 
senior positions at the American Civil Rights Union, the Family Research Council, 
the Culture and Family Institute at Concerned Women for America, the Heritage 
Foundation, Coral Ridge Ministries and the Media Research Center.  He has co-
authored three books and written 10 others including, The Coming Communist Wave: 
What Happens If the Left Captures All Three Branches of Government and Liberty on 
the Brink: How the Left Plans to Steal Your Vote.
Robert believes that Joe Biden uses the same definition for unity that Islam does.  So 
when Democrats call for unity, they’re saying everyone should submit and go along 
with them.  
Robert based his viewpoint on the evidence.  It’s headlined by those picked by Joe 
Biden to be members of his cabinet and the departments/councils they will head up.  
They include:

 Susan Rice–Domestic Policy Council

 Alejandro Mayorkas–Department of Homeland Security

 Xavier Becerra–Health and Human Services

 Marsha Fudge–Housing and Urban Development

 Pete Buttigieg–Transportation Secretary

 Neera Tanden–Office of Management and Budget

 Jared Bernstein/Heather Boushey—Council of Economic Advisers

 John Kerry—Special Envoy on Climate Change
Find out why Robert has very serious concerns about these appointments when you 
review this edition of Crosstalk.

12/17 COVID 
Vaccinations: 
Information 
You Need to 

Jim Schneider / 
Barbara Loe Fisher

Barbara Loe Fisher is president of the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), 
a non-profit charity she co-founded with parents of DPT vaccine injured children in 
1982.  For some 38 years she’s led a national, grassroots movement and public 
information campaign to institute vaccine safety reforms and informed consent 
protections in the public health system.  She has researched, analyzed and publicly 
articulated the major issues involving the science, policy, law, ethics and politics of 



Know vaccination to become one of the world’s leading non-medical, consumer advocacy 
experts on the subject.  She is co-author of DPT: A Shot in the Dark and author of The 
Consumer’s Guide to Childhood Vaccines as well as Vaccines, Autism and Chronic 
Inflammation: The New Epidemic and Reforming Vaccine Policy and Law: A Guide.
Barbara noted that this is a very unusual time that we’re all experiencing and as Jim 
pointed out, there’s a huge public relations campaign under way by the federal 
government and the pharmaceutical companies (Operation Warp Speed) to have 
everyone obtain 2 doses of the COVID vaccine that was approved under an 
emergency use authorization.
According to Barbara, just because you have an emergency use authorization 
approval, it doesn’t mean that the vaccine has been formally licensed.  Because of the 
pandemic, the companies are being allowed to ‘fast-track’ the vaccines to market so 
that they’re available for all individuals who want to use them.
Under emergency use authorization, the public is to be given informed consent.  
We’re not to be coerced or forced in any way to get the vaccine.  
Has there been sufficient testing conducted for an aggressive public vaccination 
campaign?  How many people are indicating they don’t want the vaccine at this 
time?  What side-effects have been noted?  What about herd immunity?  These are 
just some of the questions looked at on this special health-focused edition of 
Crosstalk. 

12/18 News 
Roundup and 

Comment

Jim Schneider From COVID to election news, there was a significant number of stories for Jim to 
present and here’s a sample:

–Georgia Congresswoman-elect Marjorie Taylor Greene says that America is 
suffering from a spiritual blinding in which truth is denied and untruths are accepted 
as truths.

–Mississippi Governor Tate Reeves announced that he’s declaring this Sunday 
(December 20th) as a statewide day of prayer, humility and fasting to seek God before 
the beginning of a new year.

–A head nurse at a hospital in Chattanooga, Tennessee, fainted shortly after receiving 
the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.

–The Pentagon’s initial allotment of COVID-19 vaccines will be administered at 16 
defense sites in the U.S. and abroad.

–House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said masks will be a requirement for members in the 
chamber.   

–A coroner in Colorado is sounding the alarm over how deaths in her county are 
being counted and attributed to the coronavirus.

–UW-Madison students will be more closely monitored next semester for coronavirus 
via a mobile app called, ‘Safer Badgers.’

–A California sheriff is defying what he describes as an absurd order from a local 
superior court judge who’s ordered that 1,800 inmates be released due to COVID-19 
despite the fact that some of them are locked up for murder and child molestation.

–Joe Biden is ordering a disinfectant ‘exorcism’ of the White House after President 
Trump leaves.

–Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell warned Republicans in the Senate not to 
engage in an effort to undermine the electoral college vote that took place earlier this 
week.

–Nevada DMV data reveals that nearly 4,000 non-citizens voted in the 2020 election.

–Attorney Sidney Powell is asking for all voting machines to be impounded and 
examined.

–Jenna Ellis, one of President Trump’s attorneys, says they’ll fight regardless of what 
happens in January.

–Intel community assessment delayed amid dispute over whether China sought to 



influence the 2020 election.

–John Brennan, of the U.S. intelligence community, knew months prior to the 2016 
election that the collusion smear was a result of an operation hatched by the campaign 
of candidate Hillary Clinton and not one person has been indicted.

12/21 Muslim 
Political 
Power 

Advances in 
U.S.

Jim Schneider / 
Usama Dakdok

The Council on American-Islamic Relations released a statement indicating there was 
a record 170 Muslim candidates on 2020 ballots across 28 states and Washington 
D.C.  It’s the highest number since they started mapping electoral progress of those 
who identify as Muslim.  Their director Nihad Awad said ‘Our fight for a more 
inclusive America does not end here.  We will continue to inspire more American 
Muslims to run for political office and ensure our voices are heard at all levels of 
government.’  And indeed, just a week ago a major Muslim event was held for the 
upcoming Georgia election in which Rashida Tlaib said, ‘I hope you realize just the 
opportunity here that Allah has given us to show the power of Muslims in Georgia.’

Speaking with Jim on this issue was Usama Dakdok.  Usama is the founder of the 
Straight Way of Grace Ministry.  He’s the speaker on the daily radio 
broadcast, Revealing the Truth About Islam.  He speaks fluent Arabic and has 
translated the Qur’an into English.  He’s the author of Exposing the Truth about the 
Qur’an and the newly released, Exposing the Truth About Jihad.

Discussion began as Jim broke down the record 170 Muslim candidates into the 
following categories:

 62 were elected to office.  That’s in comparison to 49 candidates in 2019 
that were elected.  

 A total of 22 Muslims ran for Congress in 14 states.  5 made it to the 
general election while 3 won the election.  

 48 ran for state legislative seats with 22 winning.  (Wisconsin just had its 
first Muslim elected into the state house.)  

 16 ran for county seats in 10 states with 6 winning.  

 35 ran for school committees or school board seats with 12 winning.  

 6 ran for judiciary positions with 4 winning.

In response, Usama predicted that in 2022 we’ll have more than 300 Muslims running 
for office and in 2024 we’ll have 400 or perhaps even 500 running.  He believes they 
will continue to win until America becomes a Muslim nation.

Helping this along are organizations such as JETPAC (a group dedicated to getting 
Muslims to run for office), MPower Change (the largest Muslim-lead social and racial 
justice organization in the U.S.), and C.A.I.R. (Council on American-Islamic 
Relations).

What’s the concern regarding this type of ‘diversity’?  Usama answered that question 
as he presented the following 1987 quote from the Muslim Brotherhood :

‘Muslim Brotherhood members emphasize that they follow the law of the nation in 
which they operate.  They stress that they do not believe in overthrowing the U.S. 
government, but rather, that they want as many people as possible to convert to Islam 
so that one day, perhaps, generations from now, a majority of Americans will support 
a society governed by Islamic law.’

More support for Usama’s position came as Jim presented 3 audio clips from a recent 
online vote-a-thon co-hosted by the Georgia chapter of the Council on American-
Islamic Relations and the Georgia Muslim Voter Project.  Congresswoman Rashida 
Tlaib, Linda Sarsour and Ilhan Omar were featured and Usama followed up with his 
comments.

Usama had much more to say and you can hear it all when you review this special 
election-related edition of Crosstalk.

12/22 News 
Roundup and 

Comment

Jim Schneider Due to holiday specials, this week’s news round-up came early but still had plenty to 
offer.  Some of the stories included:



–More money was spent on non-COVID items than on true COVID relief in the 
roughly 2.4 trillion dollar pandemic spending package.  It’s a whopping 5,593 pages 
long and legislators had only hours to review it.

–Kentucky Senator Rand Paul denounced the COVID relief bill, saying that it’s 
everything Republicans say they don’t believe in.   

–Senator Ron Johnson also voted against the bill saying that the dysfunction of 
Washington, D.C., was on full display as Congress had combined COVID relief with 
a massive omnibus spending bill 3 months past the deadline and into the current fiscal 
year.

–Memory cards from Dominion’s voting tabulation machines are allegedly storage 
limited. 

–The termination of 2 poll workers in Georgia who testified to election irregularities 
is deeply disturbing according to 3 Fulton County commissioners.

–Georgia’s elections director in November sent a memo warning counties that voting 
machine software was not subject to open voting record requests as public demand 
was growing for transparency over the Dominion Voting Systems software and other 
electronic poll book data.

–The Southern Poverty Law Center provided funding to Fulton County, Georgia, for 
25 absentee ballot drop boxes to be used in the November 3rd general election.

–Almost 76,000 voters who did not vote in Georgia’s November elections have 
registered ahead of the runoffs January 5th.

–President Trump announced that his legal team has filed a petition with the U.S. 
Supreme Court relating to Pennsylvania.

–Former Security Adviser Michael Flynn said foreign partners can provide evidence 
showing foreign influence at work in the November 3rd election. 

–Maricopa County Board of Supervisors voted 4-1 to sue the Arizona Senate 
Judiciary Committee over subpoenas related to the 2020 presidential election.

–Representative Mo Brooks of Alabama is urging people from across America to urge 
congressmen to block electors from the disputed states.

–President Trump has spoken to senator-elect Tommy Tuberville after he is mulling 
whether or not to join representatives next month in filing a challenge to the electoral 
votes.

–The new coronavirus vaccines are morally acceptable even if they were developed 
with stem cells from aborted babies according to the Vatican.

–A Chicago area hospital has resumed coronavirus vaccinations following a one-day 
pause after 4 healthcare workers experienced adverse reactions to the Pfizer injection.

12/23 Christmas 
2020: Jesus the 

Light of the 
World

Jim Schneider Jim began this holiday edition of Crosstalk by playing audio from former Vice 
President Joe Biden who yesterday said:

‘Our darkest days in the battle against COVID are ahead of us, not behind us.’

Jim went on to note how the sin and rebellion of man is escalating.  He mentioned 2 
Timothy 3 along with 2 Peter 2-3 and the perilous times, deception and false teaching 
that would be on the increase in the last days.  

Scripture also tells us that as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be when the Son of 
Man returns.  What was it like during those days?  Genesis 6:5 answers that.

https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Gen%206.5


With dark days encroaching upon us, consider these verses as well: Romans 
1:21, John 3:19, Ephesians 4:17 and 6:12.

However, just as the days seemingly grow darker, Jim suggested 2 words that should 
bring hope: ‘But God…’

How exactly do those 2 words work to bring us hope?  Find out by reviewing this 
broadcast where you’ll hear how Jim finishes his message and how listeners answered 
the following question: With all that is taking place in the world, what is giving you 
joy this Christmas?

12/24
12/25
12/28 Islamic 

Agenda; The 
First 100 Days

Jim Schneider / 
Shahram Hadian

Should a Biden-Harris administration come into being, many are lining up to seek 
their favor.  For example, there’s the Secular Democrats of America whose goals 
would assault your religious liberty.  Then there’s the Human Rights Campaign with 
their push for LGBTQ indoctrination, acceptance and promotion.  

In addition to these two groups, a third organization, the Council on American/Islamic 
Relations (CAIR), has put forth a 38 page document called, Restoring the Rights of 
American Muslims and Advancing Justice for All Americans.

Joining Jim to discuss this document was Shahram Hadian.  Shahram is a former 
Muslim from Iran who came to the states in 1978 and committed his life to Jesus 
Christ.  Shahram started the TIL Project, the Truth in Love Project which exposes the 
true goal of Islam and the threat of Sharia in America.  He has served as a pastor, a 
police officer, and a former candidate for Governor in Washington State.

Who is the Council on American/Islamic Relations?  CAIR is a front group that was 
birthed by the Muslim Brotherhood.  The Muslim Brotherhood was deemed a terrorist 
organization in Egypt, the United Kingdom and the United Arab Emirates.  In 2007 at 
the Holy Land Foundation trial in Texas, the largest terror financing trial in American 
history, they were named as an unindicted co-conspirator.  

Shahram went on to note that they were able to infiltrate the national security 
apparatus of our government during the Obama administration thanks to Robert 
Mueller (FBI), Eric Holder (Justice Department) and the president himself.  Even 
though the Muslim Brotherhood is an unindicted co-conspirator, they continued to 
educate, train law enforcement, members of Congress and state legislatures.  

Now our president-elect, Joe Biden, has said he wants Muslims at all levels of his 
administration.  It’s all part of the Red-Green axis that is working to sabotage 
America.  The Restoring the Rights of American Muslims document was described by 
Shahram as stunning in its detail and specificity, as well as how brazen it is in terms 
of what it’s demanding.  

Learn more about CAIR and their proposed document and how it seeks to shape 
America when you review this edition of Crosstalk.

12/29 Coronavirus 
and Future 

Events

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Ed Hindson

The Coronavirus has ravaged much of the planet. We just learned that COVID has 
reached the end of the earth as Antarctica, the last continent previously free from 
COVID-19, has now been hit at Chile’s remote research station.

We are told of widespread death and crippling economic shutdowns which are 
prompting some to ask, “Is COVID-19 a plague of the Tribulation?” And yet others 
are asking if the vaccine is the Mark of the Beast.

Dr. Ed Hindson joined the program to address these questions:

 Plagues are not foreign from world history, are they?

 Do COVID death counts even compare to the counts from previous 
plagues?

 Is the Coronavirus a plague of the Tribulation?

 Does the impact of COVID compare to what the Bible prophesies will 
happen during the Tribulation?

 Is the virus a wakeup call much like 9/11 and even earlier events that 

https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Rom%201.21
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Rom%201.21
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/John%203.19
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Eph%204.17
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Ephesians%206.12


happened during Noah and Lot’s lifetime?
 Will the Mark of the Beast arise from the vaccine?
In light of Biblical prophecy, how should this impact believers and non-believers?

12/30 U.S. 
Presidency 

Hanging in the 
Balance

Jim Schneider / Rick 
Green The outcome of the 2020 Presidential Election continues to hang in the balance. 

Though the major media early on declared a Biden win, there are multiple 
battleground states in which numerous challenges continue. And as such these states 
have sent two sets of electors to the United States Congress when they meet on 
January 6th for certification of the electoral vote. Certain members of Congress have 
indicated they will challenge this vote. Others indicate Vice President Pence has a 
major say in what happens.
According to our guest, the Presidency could still go either way. Constitution Coach 
Rick Green explores several scenarios that could play out in the remaining days of 
this election.

12/31 News 
Roundup and 

Comment

December 31, 2020` With a new week brings another stack of noteworthy news stories. Here is an 
overview of today’s News Roundup:

 Trump urges Americans to stop the theft of the Presidential election

 Trump denied due process in Supreme Court and Lower Courts

 Dominion lawyers send blistering cease and desist letter to Trump 
campaign

 Dominion voting machines hacked during Georgia Senate hearing

 Giuliani says election counted 10,315 people in obituaries

 Congress braces for dramatic end to disputed 2020 election

 Law prohibits Pence from accepting electoral votes from fraudulently 
certified states

 Car caravans forming for historic protest in Washington

 McConnell introduces his own bill on $2,000 stimulus checks

 Doctor suffers severe reaction moments after receiving Moderna COVID 
vaccine

 Vaccinated California nurse contracts COVID

 75-year-old Israeli man dies 2 hours after getting COVID vaccine

 Eight care home workers overdose on COVID vaccine

 Congressman-elect Luke Letlow dies of COVID

 Tel Aviv research study says 99.9% of COVID virus dies in 30 seconds 
with UV LEDs

 UK scientist calls for even tighter COVID lockdowns

 Dr. Fauci admits he’s been moving the goalposts on COVID on purpose

 California has some of the strictest restrictions in the U.S. yet COVID is 
surging

 Governor threatens to seize woman’s kids for keeping salon open during 
lockdown

 California Supreme Court rules thousands of sex offenders are eligible for 
early release

Listen, share and PRAY!

K. Other Programs



 Issues covered during this quarter:

Date/Time Issue Speaker/s Program                       Description
None to report

III. Public Service Announcements
(10/6-9 - No PSA because of Share-a-thon; 12/25 – No PSA because of special Christmas 
Programming)

ACR / SBI / ASBD 11/12/20 – 12:04
American Health Assistance Foundation 12/10/20 – 12:03
American Lung Association 12/01/20 – 13:04
American Stroke Association 10/29/20 – 12:04
Autism Speaks 10/19/20 – 10:04

11/09/20 – 10:03
CDC 12/07/20 – 10:46

12/08/20 – 13:04
12/09/20 – 08:04

Choose to Save.org 10/27/20 – 13:07
10/28/20 – 08P03

CTIA 11/05/20 – 12:04
11/06/20 – 09:04

Department of Homeland Security 10/26/20 – 10:04
EPA 10/12/20 – 10:04

12/24/20 – 12:04
National Credit Union Administration 11/26/20 – 12:04
National Crime Prevention Society 10/01/20 – 12:04

10/02/20 – 09:03
12/11/20 – 09:04
12/17/20 – 12:04
12/18/20 – 09:03
12/21/20 – 10:04

National Foundation of Credit Counseling 10/21/20 – 08:04
11/17/20 – 13:04
11/20/20 – 09:03
11/30/20 – 10:46

National Multiple Sclerosis Society 11/03/20 – 13:04
National Pest Management Association 10/16/20 – 09:04

12/31/20 – 12:04
National Safely Council 11/11/20 – 08:04
NHSTA 12/22/20 – 13:04
Partnership for Healthy Mouths & healthy 
Lives

11/02/20 – 10:04

Selective Service System 11/13/20 – 09:04
11/16/20 – 10:04
11/18/20 – 08:04
11/19/20 – 12:04
11/23/20 – 10:04
12/15/250 – 13:04

Target Lyme 10/15/20 – 12:04



12/30/20 – 08:04
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 10/22/20 – 12:04
USDA 11/10/20 – 13:04
U.S. Department of Health and Human Service 10/13/20 – 13:04

10/14/20 – 08:04
10/30/20 – 09:04
12/28/20 – 10:04
12/29/20 – 13:04

U.S. Department of Labor 10/05/20 – 10:04
12/23/20 – 08:04

U. S. Department of Transportation 12/02/20 – 08:04
12/03/20 – 12:04
12/04/20 – 09:04

U. S. Department of Veterans Affairs 11/25/20 – 08:04
U.S. Forest Service 12/14/20 – 10:03

12/16/20 – 08:04
U.S. Marine Corps 11/04/20 – 08:04
Vision Council of America 10/20/20 – 13:04

10/23/20 – 09:04
Wounded Warrior Project 11/24/20 – 13:04

11/27/20 – 09:04


